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Abstract

A study of the problem of devising a suitable radiating elemenr which would be

compatible with MMIC / MHMIC technology has been undertaken. The applicarion of the

element would be an active phased array antenna.

MMIC / MHMIC technology uses thin substrates with high relative permittivities.

These characteristics are suitable for the circuitry but undesirable for radiating elements

because they result in narrow input impedance bandwidths. A review of existing techniques

to broaden the bandwidth was completed. This showed that the broadest bandwidths were

achieved from structures which had stacked radiators or parasitically coupled radiators. The

stacked structure is not ideal because fabrication cannot be achieved in a single batch

process. The parasitic coupled structure is not ideal either because of the large area it

occupies. However, this structure can be fabricated in a single batch process.

A traveling wave antenna was designed and investigated numerically and

experimentally. A  -nmmicrostrip antenna was fabricated to verify the theoretical design.

The experimental results were in good agreement with the numerical results. This structure

produced a broadside, circular polarized pattern with a single feed. The resulting operating

bandwidth was 15 Vo on a thin substrate with a high relative permittivity. Unfortunarely,

the radiation efficiency was determined to be very low at 4.1 Vo. Recommendations a¡e

presented to improve the radiation efficiency.

Two other structures were investigated experimentally: a conically depressed patch

and a concenrically shorted patch. Both structures prove to be difficult to fabricate with

MMIC / MHMIC technology but yield an improved bandwidth with high radiation
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efficiency. The conically depressed patch was investigated with a substrate having a high

relative permittivity. The result was an impedance bandwidth of 3.8 Vo havinga 3 d"B ripple

in the main beam. This can be compared to a circular patch on the same substrate with a

7.6 Va bandwidth. The disadvantage of this structure is the complexity of its fabricarion.

The structures investigated show bandwidth improvements, along with some

undesirable traits which require further consideration. However, the information presented

may be used in determining a design approach toward realizing the long term goal of an

active phased array antenna.
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CHAPTER 1 : Introduction

1.i Purpose and Application

Since the technology of monoiithic microwave integrated ci¡cuits ( MMICs ) and

miniature hybrid microwave integrated circuits ( MHMICs ) was introduced in the 1960s, it

has advanced steadily, and has been used in microwave applications of many kinds. It has

been particularly useful in devices which must be reproduced in large numbers, and has

resulted in very significant cost reductions. Consequently, it is a technology of great

interest for application to active phased array antennas, which require circuit replication in

the hundreds or thousands.

While the ultimate goal is to use MMIC technology for implementation, MHMIC

technology may be used as a stepping stone toward this end. MHMICs have many

similarities with MMICs and are less expensive and easier to implement in the small

quantities required for experimental verification of theoretical design. One simila¡ity is that

both technologies use substrates which a-re thin and have high relative permittivity. These

characteristics a¡e well suited for the active circuitry, but are undesirable for antenna

applications because they result in very narrow input impedance bandwidths. This thesis

undertakes a study of the problem of devising a suitable radiating antenna element which

would be compatible with MMIC/MHMIC technology.

1.2 Scope

Background information pertaining to MMIC / MHMIC technology is presented in

Chapter 2. Also included in this chapter are the basic theory and the problems associated

with phased array antennas and how MMICs can be applied.



Chapter 3 presents various techniques used to increase the impedance bandwidth of

microstrip antennas. A traveling wave antenxa design is presented in Chapter 4. The design

is presented first, followed by an analytical study and then concluded with experimental

results. Chapter 5 also presents a radiating structure which may be identified as a

resonating type antenna. This chapter describes an experimental study also.

The final chapter of this thesis presents some conclusions concerning the antenna

structures studied, and recommendations for futu¡e work.



CHAPTER 2 : Backgroundlnfornration

2.1 Introduction

This chapter describes some of the underlying technologies used in the construction

of phased alray antennas and the attributes of these technologies. It also describes some

physical and electrical characteristics of phased array antennas as they relate to the

implementation techniques. Finally, it discusses some of the problems that arise, and which

must be add¡essed in attempts to realize practical devices.

2.2 MMIC/IVIHMIC Technolo g)¡

A monolithic microwave integrated ci¡cuit (MMIC) is a circuit which has all

passive and active elements and interconnections implanted into the body, or onto the

surface of a semi-insulating substrate, t2l. A miniature hybrid microwave integated circuit

(MHMIC) is a circuit which has only its passive elements implanted onto the surface of a

substrate with the active devices connected to the circuit separately by wire bonds.

The monolithic microwave integrated circuit was f,ust introduced in the mid sixties

[2]. At that time, semi-insulating silicon was used as rhe substrate material. The fabrication

of the circuit involved a diffusion process at high temperarures which resulted in the

substrate losing the semi-insulating properties and becoming very lossy. As this is
undesirable for microwave circuits, an operational MMIC was not attained until further

developments in the a¡ea of material technology. Semi-insulating gallium arsenide (GaAs)

was found to maintain its properties though high temperature processing and thus was

suitable for MMIC technology because it exhibited low microwave losses. In add,ition,

GaAs was found to have an electron mobility six times greater then that of silicon.



In GaAs MMIC fabrication, the passive components are produced on the semi-

insulating substrate and the active devices are produced on an n-type layer which is formed

by either epitaxial or ion-implantion techniques. The active and passive components are

fabricated using a technique known as lift-off [5]. This involves defining a pattern in a

layer of photoresist which is deposited on the GaAs wafer. Metal atoms are rhen

evaporated and condensed on the wafer. Due to the pattern in the photoresistent layer, the

metalization on the GaAs is separated from that on the photoresist as shown in figure 2.1.

Thus, when the photoresist is dissolved, the metalization on the photoresist is removed

leaving only a metalized pattern on the GaAs. This technique is also used to fabricate air

bridges. An air bridge is a strip of metal suspended above the substrate, and is used to form

interconnections. The air gap results in low capacitive coupling.

Fig. 2.1: Lift-off technique

Figute 2.2 shows a portion of a typical MMIC t5l. A field effective transistor

(FET) and capacitor are shown with their respective dimensions. Note that grounding to

the backside RF ground plane is achieved with a via hole. Via holes are holes through the

substrate produced with either a sonic drill or chemical etching.

4
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FET Capacitor
| 400um ,

l-3pm.r ffi
¡

Air Bridge

\ffi
I
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I

n-tlpe 250 -
380 ¡tm

Capacitor
DielecricOhmic

Contacts

Ground Pl ViaHole
Fig.2.2: Typical MMIC

A miniature hybrid microwave integrated circuit differs from an MMIC in that its
active devices are connected to the ci¡cuit separately with wire bonds. Since the active

devices are not formed into or on the substrate, an n-type layer does not have to be formed.

This allows the use of alternate substrates. The most commonly used substrate for
MHMICs is Alumina because it has very low microwave losses. The passive components

are fabricated in the salne manner as in MMICs. With respect to both technologies, passive

components could be in the form of lumped elements or distributed transmission lines.For

frequencies less than r2.4 GHz, lumped elements are preferred because they occupy less

area than transmission lines. For frequencies greater than IZ.4 GHz, transmission lines

provide better thermal dissipation [3] and are preferred. The associated wire bonding with
MHMICs results in this technology being more labour intensive and tends to reduce its

reliability and reproducibility. However, for applications in which many identical circuits

are not required, this technology can be used to provide circuits more quickly and is very

desirable.



Between the two technologies, MMICs would be the more ideal to apply to a

phased array antenna. An antenna of this nanre requires many identical components, up to

hundreds and thousands. An MMIC approach would be favorable for the following

reasons.

1. low cost

2. small size and light weight

3. improved reliabiliry and reproducibiliry

Batch fabrication of a entire ci¡cuit many times over yields a low cost process. In addition,

the wire bonding associated with MHMIC is labour intensive and hence costly. The wire

bonding also introduces reduction in reliability and reproducibility. As can be seen in

Figure 2.2, the size of a MMIC is very small and hence it is light weight. Thus the

potential of MMIC technology for active phased array antennas is high.

2.3 Phased Arral¿ Antennas

An antenna may contain one or more radiating elements in its structure. The number

of elements required is dependent on the desired performance. Some of the performance

criteria are pattern directivity, power gain and scanning ripple. If an antenna with one

radiating element does not satisfy the criteria, then more elements may be added until the

desired specifications are obtained. The resultant is an array of radiating elements whose

performance depends on the element configuration and excitation amplitude and phase. An

antenna whose main beam of radiated power is steered by element excitation phase changes

is called a phased array. With an electronically steered main beam, the antenna can be

secured in a fixed position and can scan at rates unattainable by mechanicalty scanned

6



antennas. The antenna elements may appear in various configurations, such as linear,

planar and circular amays. When addressing the issues of large phased arrays containing

hundreds or thousands of elements, some sort of planar array would most likely be

utilized. Thus the basic theory of operation and associated problems of planar arrays follow

[13], [14].

The main beam of an array may be characterized by the product of the element

factor and the array factor. A phased ¿uray antenna will typically be constructed of N

identical radiating elements having certain characteristics. The element excitation and

orientation dictate the type of radiation pattern obtained. This is known as the element

pattern and represented by F'(O,Q). In an aray, each element is fed by currents having

amplitude and phase. The sum of contributions from all these element currents is known as

the array factor and is a function of element location and their complex excitation. A planar

array with arbitrary element locations is given in Figure 2.3

P (x,y,z)

(\.'Yn)

Fig.2.3 : Plana¡ Array



If mutual coupling between radiating elements is neglected, the total radiated field may be

given as

r(O,O) = A> Fn{e,q¡ t" eJ!q1
; "''T'" lFfnl e.r)

where Fn(O,Q) is the element partern

I' is the complex excitation

A is a constant

k is the wave number,k = Znf]v

where the wave length, )y = c/f

c is the velocity of light in free space

fis frequency

I r - i,., ¡ = [ (x-x¡)2 + (y-yn)2 + zz 1tl2

for the far field case, let the distance for the origin of the ¿uïay to the observation point be

represented bV Ro and approximate lr _ 4 I with

lr_¡" I =Ro_r".ô
where ô=uî+vf+cosg2
and u and v are the directional cosines; u = sin0 cosQ

v = sinO sinQ

Thus, equation (2.1) may be written as

e(e,Q) = A> fn{e,q¡tnea$:¡'Pl
(Re+n 'p¡

p(e,q) = o$.ì rn{o,q)rne.xr.. fi 
(2.2)

whe¡e rn'i may be neglected in the denominator since its magnitude is << Ro



A main beam can be formed and steered to any location in space specified by the

angle (0o,0o).This may be accomplished by selecting appropriate excitation currents. Two

methds of steering may be utilized, time delay steering or phase steering. As can be seen

in equation (2.2), the projected distance of each element to the selected point in space varies

for each element. Time delay steering incorporates an excitation phase which compensates

for these differences, resulting in co-phasal addition of their contributions thus

In= llnl"-jkrn-ôo

substituting into equation (2.2) for a point specified by (0o,Qo) yields

(2.3)

E(0o,Oo) = O tiÏ> r'"(eo"q") llnl e- jtr".[ e jki,.Â

p(e.o.) = o 

==I 
F"(o.Oo) lr"l

(2.4)

Equation (2.4) shows that time delay steering can be used to control beam steering over a

wide range of frequencies. However, time delay devices are costly and hence phase

steering becomes a desirable method. Phase steering is accomplished by utilizing phase

shifters at each element designed to operate at a specific frequency, fo. Thus the excitation

curent becomes

[,., = lI,rl e - j k"i"' p"

where ko = Zn[À.s, ?,.o = c/f

substituting into equation (2.2) yields

9



p(e,q) = o 

=:&> 
F"(e,O) | r"l e -j rur". i. sj ki.

p(e,O) = o 

=:&I 
r"(e,o) lr,,l e j¡".(r î-uô.r

Equation (2.5) shows that at a specified point (Oo,Qo), there is a frequency

Thus the operational bandwidth of a phase steered a:ray becomes quite sma¡

limited by the bandwidth of the phase shifters. other problems associated

¿urays are grating lobes, and scan blindness.

p

(2.s)

dependence.

because it is

with phased

Grating lobes are radiation patterns equivalent to the main beam but at other angular

positions' This is generally undesirable and may be avoided by keeping the element spacing

fairly small' Mailloux [14] has examined this problem thoroughly and has shown that

element spacing less than one-half wavelength will generally suppress grating lobes. In

addition, one could select an element type which has a null in its radiation pattern

corresponding to a grating lobe location.

Scan blindness is a condition when the antenna array does not radiate any power at

a certain scan angle. This phenomenon is related to the impedance of each element of the

array as the beam is scanned. Thus mutual coupling must be addressed. The voltage at

each element is the excitation voltage and the contribution from ali other elements;

Vr = IrZn + IzZn + \Zp+... + InZu

l, 
= tt Zzt + IzZn + \Zv

Vr,= Il Za + I2Zrp+ \7a +

+ InZ¡

+ I"Z^

10



but ,r=Y

r.Z1 - Zn * Zrr+

222+ z21rf

+ zßr?
11

+ zx\
12

Zr^þ
I1

Zr^þ
12

22=

4- 2., + . . . + z"z'i . 
^*, 

. z-rrÈ

Note that the impedance of each element is the sum of its self-impedance and the mutual

impedances weighted by a current ratio. The currents are functions of scan angle and hence

these ratios vary with scan angle. Thus it is conceivable that at a certain scan angle, the

element impedance could become quite large, creating a large reflection coefficient and

preventing energy from radiating.

In addition,Pozar [12], determined that scan blindness is also related to the

resonance of a trapped surface wave mode. He also studied the effects of substrate

thickness, relative permittivity and element spacing with respect to the scan blindness

angle. The normal operating condition is to contain the beam in the broadside direction.

Pozar found that the scan blindness angle approaches broadside as substrate thickness,

relative permittivity and element spacing decrease. These parameters should be taken into

consideration when applying MMIC technology to phased array anrcnnas.

2.3.1 MMIC Phased Arravs

The application of MMICs to phased array antennas is a relatively new field and

many problems a¡e associated with it. However, the promising characteristics of the

resulting antenna structure warrants resea¡ch in this area. MMIC phased array antennas

11



have been addressed in the literature [6]-[12], [15]. Apptication of MMICs can resulr in the

fabrication of an active phased array antenna which is very compact, light weight,

conformal and cost effective. It is now possible to fabricate phase shifters and amplifiers at

the element level, enabling control of the amplitude and phase at each element. Thus each

element in the alray may be considered as being active. Adjusting the excitation current

amplitudes results in shaping the beam and having some control over the side lobe levels.

Over all, an active phased array antenna has improved performance which results in the

reduction of the number of elements and hence cost. For the transmitting case, the

amplifiers at each element a¡e sufficient to replace a high power source with one of lower

power. This would again reduce cost and size and at the same time increase reliability. The

general architecture of a MMIC phased array antenna must now be considered.

Two general architectures which have been reported are the brick and tile

configuration as shown in Figure 2.4. The brick configuration contains modules

perpendicular to the aperture plane while the tile configuration has the circuitry and

radiating elements parallel to the aperture plane. The tile structure yields a conformal array

while the brick structure does not.

t2



Brick Tile

Fig. 2.4 : Basic Architectures

The brick structure has depth which is a function of the circuitry required. As the number

of circuits increases, the depth increases, while the area increases in the tile structure. It

shouid be noted that the brick structure is considerably better then the tile structure for heat

dissipation. This is an important factor to consider with MMICs, since GaAs is a poor

thermal conductor. This results in the tile structure having an increased thermal resistance.

Selection between these two architectures is dependent upon the application. For conformal

array applications, the tile structure would be used and this is the type considered

throughout this thesis.

Th¡ee basic tile architectures are shown in Figure 2.5 which iilustrate a single layer

and double layer structure, each charactenzed by djfferent feeding schemes.
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Lines
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(a) Single Layer: Di¡ect Feed
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Top View
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Side View

(b) Double layer:Proximity Coupling

Fig. 2.5 : Tile architectures
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(c) Double layer: Apernre coupling

Fig.2.5 ( cont. )

The single layer structure shown in Figure 2.5 (a) would be ideal since it is the

only truly monolithic stnÌcture. That is, atl the circuitry, feed lines and radiating elements

could be fabricated in a one batch process. With hundreds to thousands of identical units

required, this becomes very desirable and feasible. However, there are many problems

associated with a single layer structure because all components of the array are placed on a

GaAs substrate. A fundamental problem is that the GaAs substrate used for the circuitry is

not very suitable for radiating elements. The GaAs substrate is very thin, varying from
h = -254 mm to h = 1.27 mm, and has a relative permittivity (e) close to thirteen. These

properties are not desirable for radiating elements and are discussed further in Chapter 3. In

general, radiating elements demonstrate improved performance on thicker dielectric

substrates having low relative permittivities. This is the rationale behind the multi-layered

structures shown in figure 2.5. The structure in figure 2.5 (b) has a high relative
permittivity substrate layer, €11, for the circuitry and a low relative permittivity dielectric
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layer, Ea2, for the radiating elements. Excitation of the radiating elements is accomplished

with proximity coupling. However, this structure is susceptible to undesirable circuit

element coupling to the radiating elements. The structure in Figure 2.5 (c) eliminates this

problem by feeding with aperture coupling . The multiple dielectric layers are for circuitry

and antenna as before. However, a ground plane is situated in between the two layers,

hence eliminating unwanted coupling.

V/hen utilizing these tile strucrures for phased array antennas, it would be desirable

to steer the main beam with a combination of phase and time delay steering. This would be

a compromise between the cost of the time delay steering and the limited bandwidth of

phase steering. In addition, the antenna could be built in a suba¡ray module approach to

further reduce the cost and complexity as illustrated in figure 2.6. This involves dividing

the array into smaller subarrays which could then be constructed as plug-in units to form

the total array. Each element would be phase steered and each module timed delayed

steered. This concept of plug-in units has advantages in trouble shooting and repairing an

array. Each unit could be tested for proper operation and a malfunctioning unit could be

replaced with an operating unit. This is advantageous because MMICs cannot be altered or

repaired after they a¡e fabricated.
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Fig.2.6: Modula¡ Phased Array

The single layer tile architecture has been chosen for further study because of its

monolithic nature. An MMIC phased array of this type can be expected to exhibit all the

basic problems of phased arrays mentioned previously as well as new ones. The mutual

coupling equations showed that the impedance of each element changes as scan angle

changes, hence radiating elements with large input impedance bandwidths are desired. A
major problem arises here, as printed microstrip antennas have, by nature, small input

impedance bandwidths. This is further complicated by the fact that the bandwidth decreases

as substrates with high relative permittivities, such as GaAs, are used. In addition, the

bandwidth decreases when thin substrates are used, such as those for MMICs. Thus the

problem of limited input impedance bandwidth on rhin, high dielectric substrares was

studied. This prompted the review of existing techniques to increase bandwidth.
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CHAPTER 3 : Review of Bandwidth Improvement Techniques

There a¡e several bandwidths associated with the operating characteristics of an

antenna. The bandwidths of interest in this study are the input impedance bandwidth,

BWZin, and the pattern bandwidth, BWpar. BWZin has been defined differently by

various authors and hence is defined here for clarity. The input impedance bandwidth,

BWZitr,is taken as, " the frequency range over which the input voltage standing wave ratìo

(VSWR) is less then a specified value" [16]. Usually a VSWR of two is used to determine

BWZin, which corresponds to a return loss of -10 dB. At frequencies throughour this

bandwidth, it is usually desired to maintain a relatively constant radiation pattern, thus one

should be aware of the pattern bandwidth, BWpat . This may be defined as "rhe frequency

range over which the radiated power is within 3 dB of the incident power and the radiation

pattern is essentially the same" t161. A suitable radiating element for MMIC application

should be based on the size of the operating bandwidth. An operational bandwidth, BW'O,

is def,rned as the frequency range in which both the input impedance and radiation parrem

are within the design criteria, in other words, the intersection between BWTin and BWpat.

Broadbanding techniques have been reviewed in the literature, [16]-[30], most

recently by Gupta [16]. In general, there are two approaches to increase the input

impedance bandwidth of a microstrip antenna, either modifying the radiating element itself

or improving the impedance matching nenvork .

It was noted previously that thin, high dielectric substrates used in MMICs reduce

the bandwidth of a resonating patch structure. A microstrip patch is a thin layer of metal

bonded to a grounded substrate as shown in figure 3.1. The principal radiating mechanism

of this structure is the fringing fields at the edges of the patch. The energy fed to the patch

occupies the region under it. A boundary of this region is the patch's edge where there is a

large amount of reflection due to the open circuit conditions seen at the edge. Thus, the
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actual amount of energy radiated is not very high and this structure is considered to behave

more as a cavity.

Top View Side View

Fig. 3.1 : Rectangular Microstrip Patch

This structure was analyzed in t31l using a variety of models and the input impedance

bandwidth for a rectangular patch was determined to be

where 
e-l-

B'Wzio _ vswR_l.
Qrl-vswR

_1+1+1
Q' Q. Q¿

(3.1)

(3.2 a)

Q¡ is the total quality factor consisting of the losses due to radiation (Qr), the conductor

(Qc), and the dielectric (Qd). These losses have been defined in t31l a¡rd [35] by

Q¿= 1

tan ô

where tan õ is the tangent loss defined by tan ô =

Qc = trfiir¡fro"
where po is the permeability of free space

Re(e")
Irn{€r}

T
aI

F-b->l

t9

(3.2b)



oo is the bulk conducriviry

f, is the resonant frequency and is approximately given

r- 1rr - tlE%'"
for the dominant mode ; m = 0, n = 1

ç- 1¡r - tbl [;ãq
where eo is the permittivity of free space

b is the width

Q, =ïtr
where teff is the effective permittivity defined by

terr= +-+(r*rZn1"

Equation (3.1) shows that the bandwidth is inversely proporrional to the quality factor. An

efficient antenna would have large losses due to radiation and if these losses could be

increased, thus lowering the total Q, the bandwidth would increase. Equations (3.2 a,b,
and c) show the effects of substrate thickness, h, and relative permittivit|, t¡, on each

individual Q-factor which can rhen be rerated to the bandwidth, BWzin.

The effects of using a thin, high relative permittivity substrate as in MMICs are now
considered. Equation (3.2 a) shows that Q¿ is only dependent on t¡. It has been found that

as t. increases, the loss tangent decreases, thus Q¿ increases resulting in decreasing

BWzin. Equations (3.2 b and c) are strongly dependent on the thickness, h. As h

by

ilW;H'

(3.2 c)
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decreases, Q, increases and an increase in Q creates an increase in t"¡¡ and a decrease in f,
which again increases Q. This causes Q¡ to increase and hence decreases BWzin. These

variations of h and Q have the opposite effect on Qç, thus generating a decrease in e". This

means higher conductor losses which are not desirable since the dominant factor should be

the radiation loss- These effects were experimentally determined in [27].Two rectanguiar
patches with f. = 10 GHz were constructed on Alumina, tr = 9.g, h = .625 mm, and

Polyguide, 4 = 2.32' h =1.59 mm. The thicker substrate with low relative permittivity had

a bandwidth of 6.6 Vo while the thinner, high e substrate had a bandwidth of LI Vo.

A variation of the microstrip patch was studied at the Communications Research

Center (CRC), [19]. The solid patch structure was replaced with a mesh structure. The

rectangular mesh patch shown in Figure 3.2 was constructed with air bridges and formed

on a GaAs substrate.

400 ¡rm

Top View Side View

Fig.3.2: Mesh microstrip parches.

Improvement in bandwidth over a conventional solid patch was expected due to the

air gaps created by the bridging. The introduction of these air gaps lowers the effective

Air Bridges

500 tun tr = 12.8
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permittivity thus improving the bandwidth. However, the maximum bridge height

attainable is 4 pm. Thus the improvement in bandwidth was not significant. A ci¡cular solid

patch and a rectangular solid and mesh patch were fabnicated on GaAs substrate (E =L2.8,

h = 0.5 mm, fo = 14 GH¿ ) and evaluated. Both the solid ci¡cular and rectangular patches

reported an impedance bandwidth of 1.7 Vo with resonant frequencies of 14.78 GHz and

I3.5 GJJz respectively. The mesh rectangular patch had a reported bandwidth of 2.1 Vo at

fo = 13.86 GHz.

Attempting to lower the effective permittivity leads to a multi-layered structure in

which the radiating element is on a different substrate from the circuit substrate. The

radiating element is formed on a thicker substrate of low relative permiaivity suitable for

enhancing the bandwidth. Several of these structures are shown in figure 3.3

Radiating Element

"/

(a)

Fig. 3.3 : Various multi-layered structures

Feed Line
and Circuitry

\
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Fig. 3.3 ( cont. )

In order to compare the merits of va¡ious configurations, the bandwidths of rectangular

patchs on high and low relative permittivities will be taken as a basis. It has been reported

î271 that the bandwidth of a rectangular patch on a subsrrate with 4 = 2.32,h =1.59 mm,

fo = 10 GHz is 6.6 vo. The same patch on a substrate with t¡= 9.g, h=.625 mm is

reported to have a BW2i¡ = I.l Vo. The notable decrease is again due to the thin, high

(b)

\
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relative permittivity substrate. The two layered structure shown in figure 3.3(a) has a

reported BWZin =I3Vo, tTll ( trl = 9.8, ht = .625 rnm, t¡2 = 2.32, h2 = 2.34 mm,

fo = 10.6 GHz ). This was further improved to 18Vo by inserting another layer as shown in

figure 3.3(b). Figure 3.3(c) shows a multi-resonating structure. This structure involves

two radiators vertically stacked. The size of the top patch in relation to the bottom patch

could be smaller, larger or the same. The radiation mechanism with a smaller top patch is a

combination of both of the fringing fields due to the edges of each patch. A larger top patch

utilizes the bottom patch as a feed patch and the radiation is at the boundary of the top

patch. 'When the top and bottom a¡e identical, there is a combined effect of the two fringing

fields. The case of having a larger element on top was studied n tz\l and a bandwidth of
24.9 Vo was reported ( trt = 10.5, h1 = .635 mm, f1 = 10.06 GHz, E¡2 = 2.2,

hz = 2.34 rnm, f2 = 8.56 GHz ). These structures show a large improvement in bandwidth

at the expense of increasing total height and complicating the fabrication process. In

addition, the multi-layered substrate structures are not yet fully understood and final

designs a¡e achieved by experimental iterations. These structures could be used for an

MMIC phased array antenna. However, it would be desirable to keep the radiating element

and circuitry on the same substrate to enable a one batch fabrication process.

A va¡iation of the multi-layered structures discussed is an element with

as shown in figure 3.4. Bhattacharyya [29] studied the effects of supersrrares

frequencies, input impedance and correspond.in g bandwidth.

a superstrate

on resonant
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Fig.3.4: Element with superstrate

Experimental work was done using rectangular patches on substrates with
trt = 2.32,hl= 3.18 mm. The superstrate varied in thickness but had the same relative

permittivity as the substrate. It was reported that as the superstrate thickness increased, the

resonant frequency decreased. The decrease in resonant frequency modified the input

impedance, but the impedance bandwidth remained relatively constant. The measurements

performed have been listed in Table 3.1.

Substrate Thickness ( mm ) BWz. ( 7o\"ln ' f¡(GHz)

0.0

3.18

6.36

9.54

12.72

5.6

5.7

4.6

4.6

4.6

2.845

2.749

2.704

2.682

2.670

Table 3.1 : Effects of Superstrate on Impedance Bandwidth
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The effects of the superstrate on gain or efficiency were not reported, nor were the effects

due to superstrates of different relative permittivities. These factors were srudied in [28]

where it was determined that very high gain patterns are produced as the superstrate

permittivity increases. This is a result of the supersrate acting as an impedance transformer

to free space. It was found that the bandwidth varied inversely to gain and improvements in

radiation efficiency rvere noted. In addition, the radiation patterns were found to be narrow

beams without side lobes. Thus a superstrate could be selected to enhance the gain, at some

cost to the bandwidth, and at the same time provide protection against environmental

factors. Due to the degradation in bandwidth, it is unlikely that a superstrate would be

apþlied to MMIC phased arrays.

Another method noted to increase the bandwidth is the parasitic coupling. This

incorporates an active element and several passive elements which are either capacitively

coupled by narrow gaps or directly coupled. A configurarion reporred in [16] is shown in

figure 3.5.

Fig. 3.5 : Parasitic coupled structure
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Each patch in figure 3.5 has a slightly different length, resulting in va¡ious resonating

frequencies. This broadens the frequency response and a bandwidth of 25.8 Vo and,24 Vo

(tr = 2.55,h = 3.18 mm, fo =3.16 GHz ) have been reported for the case of gap

coupling and di¡ect coupling respectively. Two problems associated with this type of

structure a¡e the large area occupied and radiation pattern variation within the impedance

bandwidth. Nevertheless, parasitic coupled elements would be suitable for a one-batch

fabrication process. However, the cost increases because a large amount of chip area must

be allocated to the radiating structure.

An alternate approach to improve bandwidth by the matching network has a similar

disadvantage. The impedance bandwidth has been found to increase by using an improved

matching network, [17]. A bandwidth of 10 7o has been reported with rhe use of such a

network ( er = 2.2,h = 1.5 mm, fo = 3 GHz ). This approach is not particularly desirable

because it occupies more of the chip area.

Modifications to the standa¡d rectangular microstrip patch antenna, which produce

improved bandwidth performance have been presented thus far. Different geometries of

microstrip antennas should be considered also, since some have inherently larger

bandwidths. A folded dipole is reported in[23) to have an impedance bandwidth of 7.2 Vo

( E = 2.55,h = 3.2 mm, fo = 8.3 GHz ). Other structures are annuiar rings and conically

depressed circular patches as shown in Figure 3.6.
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tr

Top View

Fig. 3.6 a) : Annular ring microstrip patch

lâ>r

T'

Top View Side View

Fig. 3.6 b) : Conically depressed circula¡ microstrip patch

Annular rings operating in the TM11 and TMn modes generare a broadside

radiation pattern. The TM12 mode has a reported bandwidth two times larger than a ci¡cular

disk having an equivalent substrate thickness and resonant frequency [46]. An interesting

structure shown in figure 3.6(b) was studied in t431. A bandwidth of 2g.7 Vo was

tr
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claimed for an angular depression, c[, of five degrees (t¡ - 2.5, h = 6 mm,

f o = 2.98 GHz). This scructure is discussed in detail in Chapter 5.

The radiating elements presented thus fa¡ have all been resonating type srructures.

An alternate radiating structure is a traveling wave antenna which is further discussed in

Chapter 4. An example is the spirat antenna as shown in figure 3.7. This strucrure is

frequency independent and exhibits large impedance and panern bandwidths. The spiral is

frequency independent because it is constructed entirely of angles, thus the shape does not

change as frequency changes, only the active area of radiation shifts.

Figure 3.7: Z-arm spiral Antenna

The active area of radiation described in t32l is at a circumference of one wavelength. The

two currents fed out-of-phase at the center of the spiral become in-phase at this point,

resulting in maximum radiation. Thus the operational bandwidth is dependent upon the size

of the spiral. Higher frequencies will utilize the inner portion of the antenna while lower

frequencies the outer portion. Nakano [30], [33], [34] has thoroughly studied spirals and
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has indicated two conditions in which circula¡ polarization can be attained with a four-arm

spiral. Circular polarization in the broadside will be present, provided the outer

circumference is either L.4 or three wavelengths. An outer circumference of 31, is

preferable since an improved axial ratio is generated t341. It has recently been reporred [30]

that selective phasing at the inputs can generate a circular polarized wave in the opposite

direction of the windings. Reported experimental data of a two arm spiral with outer

circumference of 1.41. show an impedance bandwidth of 20 Vo and a parrern bandwidth of

16 Vo where the limiting factor was the axial ratio ( e¡ = 1, h = 1.25 cm, fo = 6 GHz ). The

large bandwidth is appealing for MMIC application, thus a traveling wave structure was

selected and studied as a possible compatible element for an MMIC phased array.

Most of the structures which have been reviewed have been deposited on substrates

with low relative permittivity. The structures on substrates with high dielectric consranrs

achieve improved bandwidth performance utilizing a multi-layered scheme. Linle attention

has been given to developing an antenna element with a relatively large impedance

bandwidth on a high dielectric substrate. This is the design goal, since a radiating elemenr

of this nature is ideally suited for an MMIC phased ¿uray antenna. As a stepping stone ro

MMIC applications, MHMIC technology will be used due to the subsrrare similarities and

the simpler fabrication process involved for a small number of elements. The relative

permittivity of GaAs used in MMICs and alumina used in MHMICs is 12.8 and 9.8

respectively. Thus an antenna developed on alumina could then be transferred to an MMIC.

Variations of a circular patch have been selected as resonating structures which

might generate a relatively large impedance bandwidth on high dielectric substrates. In

addition, a traveling wave structure was designed, fabricated on an alumina substrate, and

studied as a possible candidate for MMIC applications.
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CHAPTER 4 : Traveling Wave Antenna

4.1 General Theorv

A traveling wave antenna, as defined in [36], is "an antenna for which the fields

and currents that produce the antenna pattern may be represented by one or more traveling

waves, usually in the same direction". Traveling waves are waves which propagate with a

uniform phase progression. A traveling wave antenna is match terminated to absorb any

energy at the end of this structure. The purpose of this is to create zero reflection at the end,

resulting in the set-up of a traveling wave distribution on the structure. Removal of the load

would result in a total reflection at the end of the structure and create a traveling wave in the

direction opposite to the initiat wave. The combination of waves would produce a standing

wave which would then exist on the structure. The operation of a traveling wave antenna is

further explained with an example of a straight wire above a ground plane which is match

loaded. This strucrure is illustrated in figure 4.1.

Fig. 4.1 : Straight wire traveling wave antenna
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As current travels along the wire from the source to the load, it is attenuated due to

radiation. The remaining current at the end of the wire is absorbed by the load to prevent

any reflections back toward the source. The ground plane causes an image of the wire to

appear below the ground plane at a distance h. Thus the total pattern wilt be due to that of

the wire and the pattern reflected in the ground plane. The height of the wi¡e above the

ground plane may be selected to have ttre ¡po patterns add in phase.

These concepts are now applied to microstrip line antennas. The radiating

mechanism of this type of structure are the discontinuities along the line. Unlike the wire, a

straight microstrip line has minimal radiation due to its field distribution. The field

distribution is transverse electromagnetic (TEM) meaning that both the electric, E, and

magnetic, H, fields are pe¡pendicular to the direction of propagation. These are illusfrated

in figure 4.2 where the direction of propagation is in the x-direction.
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The TEM mode field distribution may be represenred in

equations aJ@) and (b)

M=Exî

I=ñ'xH
where M is tire magnetic culrent source

t is ttre electric ctuïent source

î is a unit vector normal to the surface

terms of current sources by

(a.I a)

(4.1 b)

Thus a microstrip line may be represented by two current sources. However, the

uniqueness theorem implies that only one source is necessary to observe the effects on the

radiation field. Applying equation 4.1(a) to a portion of a snaight microstrip line as shown

in figure a.2@) yields magnetic currenrs of

M=Exî

where î = 12 and Er2

- Erî + 8,2

Erj + Er2

.'.M=0

M = -Evî

M= Erî

These are shown in figure 4.2(a) for a portion of the line dL. As can be seen, the fringing

fîelds create magnetic currents on each side of the microstrip line, equal in magnitude but

180o out of phase. This causes field cancellations and thus radiation is minimal for straight
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microstrip lines. Figures 4.2(b) and (c) show two microstrip d.iscontinuities which are used

in the antenna design to follow. Here it can be seen that the curve and right angle bend

produce a longer magnetic culrent on the outside edge of the line then the current on the

inside. This imbalance permits radiation at these areas since there is not complete

cancellation. The large impedance bandwidth associated with a traveling wave antenna was

the major factor in selecting this type of structure as a MMIC compatible radiating element.

The design goals were to develop a unit on a thin Alumina substrate that would operate

with a large bandwidth and generate a ci¡cular polarized radiation pattern.

4.2 Traveling Wave Antenna Design

The design goal first considered was the aspect of circular polarization. This may be

achieved by using two excitation feeds on a linearly polarized anrenna [38] or by shaping

the microstrip line. A single feed mechanism is preferred because it is less complex then a

dual feed system. The microstrip line is shaped such that the components of the radiated

field will be equal in magnitude and 90o out of phase. If this condition is satisfied, then

circula¡ polarization will result. ( see Appendix A.) An approach is outlined in [3g] and has

been applied to a travelling wave structure. A circula¡ loop was studied in [3g] using a

continuous radiating current of the form

In = Ítn cos nQ'+ bn

which produce the following far field patterns;

n>0 (4.2)

@.3 a)

r"-,(kasin0) Ø3b)

sin nQ' ; ,

where

f"(e)

E0 = fn(O) [ an sin n0 - bn cos nS ]

= #-gjncos o [J,,*r(k u sin o) +
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and

EO = gn(e) [ a¡ cos nQ + bn sin nQ ]

where

B"( 0 ) = #e-S'jn[J"*r(tasin e) - l"-,(tusin 0)

@.4 a)

(4.4b)

(4.5)

(4.6)

(4.7)

See Appendix B for derivation of these equations

It was found that selecting ân = 1 and bn = j equation (4.2) produced conditions

suitable for obtaining circular polarization. Substituting these values into equati on (4.2),

(4.3 a) and (4.4 a) reduces the current ro

In = s 
jnQ'

and the far fields to

I% = f"(0)ej("4-?

Eq = gr,(0)ejn0

Thus, equations (4.6) and (4.7) show the two field components 90o out of phase, but with

unequal magnitudes. This condition would result in elliptically potarized waves, however,

circular polarization can be attained if the magnitudes are equal. Examining

equation (4.3 b) and (4.4 b) show that the two field magnitudes are dependent upon n and

a. Proper selection of n will produce a broadside pattern, i.e. maximum radiation on loop

axis, 0 = 0o. The ilgument of the bessel function at 0 = 0o is zero. Thus, only n=1, which

produces azeÍo order bessel function, will generate a broadside pattern since
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J-(0)=1

Jm(0)=0

form=0

form > I

All other values of n produce higher order bessel functions resulting in
fn(0o) = gn(Oo) = 0 , i.e. producing a pattern null on the loop axis. V/ith the selection of

n=1, it can be seen that the two magnitudes are dependent only upon the loop radius.

Equating (4.3 b) to (4.4 b) yields

fn (0) = Bn (0)

#t*jncos ehr(k asin 0) + ro(t u sin 0) =

#e:¿k'f[J r(uusino) - ¡o(kasino)]

which simplifies to

cos0l¡r(tasin0) * ¡o(kasin0) = lrr(rasin0) - ¡o(kasin0)]

M

In=IÂl)ejù
m=1

M

with I O- = n2r1
m= 1

Selecting a loop radius to satisfy equation (4.8) will generare equivalent field magnitudes.

Therefore the radiation pattern will be circular polarized with an appropriate loop radius

and the excitation previously indicated.

To obtain circular polarization, a radiating current in the form of equation (4.5) is

required. Breaking up the radiating current into disqete elements is one variation [3g]. This

is shown in equation (4.9).

(4.8)

(4.e)
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where I Â I is the discrete cturent element

M is the total number of elements

ôro is the phase of each element

Equations (4.6) and (4.7) show that
M

the phase progresses as n278, hence the condition of

J, 
U* = n 2 fi was stipulated in order to satisfy the conditions of a loop. For broadside

radiation, n = 1 is required, thus the total phase progression due to all discrete radiating

current sources must be 2n.Deviations from 2æ wtll result in a pattern with a null at the

loop axis. Thus a circularly polarized broadside pattern may be obtained by placing discrete

radiating cunent elements in a loop with an appropriate radius as discussed previously.

Note that the gain of this antenna is also a function of the loop radius. The

maximum possible gain of this circular loop would occur when all the energy uniformly

illuminates the circula¡ apeffure a¡ea. The equation relating these is given in [40] as

Grn"* = T
where A is the apertttre area

Equation (4.10) clearly shows that as the loop radius increases, the gain increases

as well.

An antenna with discrete radiating cuilents can be realizedwith a traveling wave

microstrip antenna. The segment lengths a¡e selected such that the radiated pattern will be

broadside. This may be accomplished by using segment lengths which have a total phase

progression of 2æ. Each segment placed in a circular ¿uray can be connected with a line

which is one wavelength long. This line acts as a delay between each element , thus rhere

will be a progressive phase change along the radiating circumference. A general structure

based upon rhis theory is illustrated in figure 4.3.

(4.10)
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{

Fig. 4.3 : Circular polarized traveling wave antenna

Three structures were analyzed using the computer modelling program NEC
( Numerical Electromagnetic Code) [14]. The antenna was modelled as a wire structure

and the moment method technique was applied to the elecrric field integral equation which

describes the antenna' The antenna can be divided into small segments on which the

unknown current is expanded in a sum of basis functions with unknown coefficients. The

cu'Tent on each segment is represented by th¡ee functions as shown.

I = alsin k(s-s¡) * â2cos k(s-s¡) + a3

where s¡ is the value of s at the centre of segment j

An impulse-rype weighting function is applied ro create a system of linear equations

from which the unknown cunent coefficien ts à1, à2, and a3 can be determined for each

segment' The far field radiation pattern was determined based upon the calculated cu,'ent
distribution.
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4.3 AnalJ¿sis of Traveling wave Antenna

Three, four and eight arm traveling wave antenna structures we e studied. Wire

models were constructed and analyzed using NEC. These structures were located in free

space above a ground plane. The effects of high relative permittivities could not be

included in the analysis since NEC is limited to the case of free space, e = I . However,

the absence of a dielectric substrate does not effect the relative current distributions on the

structure nor the radiation pattern generated. In addition, the radiation effîciency can be

observed due to the geometry of the antenna. Thus an analysis in free space can provide

accurate information on the properties of each antenna.

4.3.1 3-Arm Antenna

The first traveling wave antenna studied is illustrated in figure 4.4. This structure

has three radiating culrent segments along the outer circumference of the loop. Each

segment is fu3 in length and connected to each other by a line one wavelength long. The

height above the ground plane is V156, which is the actual height when fabricated on a

10 mil thick alumina substrate. This height was chosen since MMICs are construcred on

substrates with thicknesses of 10 to 25 mils. The structure is excited by a voltage source

and terminated in a matched load along the last line length as shown. In reference to figure

4.3, the radiating culrent segments are indicated as A-8, C-D and E-F. The line lengths

between each segment being 1À result in the phase at point B being equal ro the phase at

point C, and likewise at points D and E. Thus the phase progression along these segments

starting at point A with $ wilt end at point F with S + ll". This sarisfies the condition for a

broadside pattern.
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Fig. 4-4: 3-arm traveling wave antenna

The radiation mechanisms a¡e the discontinuities of the line. The dominanr sources

are the corners A, B, C, D, E and F and the outer cfucumference of the antenna. These

form the primary apefiure. A secondary apertue does exist at the center of the structure due

to the corners G and H. However, the apefture is quite small in comparison to the outer

circumference and hence has minimal influence on the performance of the antenna.

The loop radius was determined by satisfying equation (4.S). A loop radius of
.2081" yields fn(0) 

= 
gn(O) for -40o < e < 40o, at theta equal to * 40o, fn = 1.04gn. This

would produce circula¡ polarization over the range of theta. As illustrated in figure 4.4, the

11" delay line is bent into two lengths connecting each outer segmenr. A radius of .20gÀ

would require a major modification of this delay line such as shown in figure 4.5

0+l
J

C,

î,
2

4t



Fig. 4.5 : Possible geomerry when a <?yt2

However, this type of configuration is more complex and increases the number of radiation

mechanisms at the inner aperture. In addition, the separation distance between the two
apernlres decreases. Both these factors cause the inner aperture to have a stronger influence

on the properties of the antenna, conceivably destructive. Thus a loop radius greater then

?'"/2 is preferred. However, the quality of circular polarization will degrade due to the

deviation from satisfying equation (4.8). A loop radius approximately 0.6î" yields
fn(0) 

= sn(0) for -15o < e < 15o. The outer limits of this range have fn = 1.4gn . It is

expected that the larger loop radius will generate circular polarization, but over a narower
beam width' The added advantage of a larger loop radius is the increase in gain due to the

increased apernrre size.

The structure in figure 4.4 was analyzed by the NEC computer program. The wi¡e
lengths were all determined for an operating frequency of 3 GHz , hence this was the first
observation frequency. The current distribution of this structure is shown in figure a.6 @).

The oscillations in the current distribution are accounted for by the abrupt geometrical
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variations of the structure. It can be seen that the curent attenuation along the structure is

minimal. Due to the marginal attenuation, a low radiation efficiency of B.9Vo exisred. The

phase of the current along the structure shows a progression of Zn along the outer

segments from point A to F indicated in figure 4.4. The actual phase progression was

339.5o. Nevertheless, it can be seen that the crurent characteristics indicate this to be a

traveling wave structure. The radiation pattern and axial ratio were determined and are

given in figures 4.6 (c) and (d). These plots indicate that a broadside patrern is generated

which is circularly polarized having an axial rario less than 3 dB for -40o < 0 < 2go. The

3 dB beamwidth for this antenna is 40o. The computer analysis confirmed the expected

characteristics of this type of antenna. A frequency sweep was performed to determine the

variations in the pattern and input impedance such that these bandwidths could be

evaluated. The radiated patterns for various frequencies between 2.25 GHz and

3.25 GIJz are illustrated in figure 4.7. The pattern at f = 2.25 Girz shows a null ar the

center. This is expected as the phase progression is no longer 2n. Atfrequencies below fo,

the phase progression will be iess than 2n while at higher frequencies the phase

progression will be greater than 2n. It has been shown that progressions other than 2æ

cause a null at the center of the pattern. It can also be seen that the radiated main beam

squints towards e > 0o for lower frequencies and tracks to 0 < 0o for higher frequencies.

This phenomenon is associated with traveling wave antennas. The upper and lower
frequencies used to determine the bandwidth are identified by fU and f¡ respecrively. The

structures modelled using NEC have the E-plane pattern taken at O - 90o, where the source

lies in this plane. It should be mentioned at this point that this corresponds ro an

experimental pattern measurement taken at O = 0o, with respect to the experimental

coordinate system.
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(e)f=fo=3.0GHz

The input impedance was

figure 4.8 (a) and shows

(Ðf=3.2G}Jz

PHI -90.0

(g) f = 3.25 GIfz= fv

Fig.4.7 ( cont.)

also observed over the frequency sweep. This is plotted in

that the impedance remains constant over this range of

| 0sgroos I

0
E-TH€TIì

E-PHI
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frequencies. This yields a BW2in of 30 Vo. Figure 4.7 shows that the panern bandwidth

will be the limiting factor of operation over a frequency range. For this sgucrure,

BWpat = 25 Vo. The radiation efficiency and peak gain has also been plotted over this

frequency range. Figure 4.8(b) shows relatively constant efficiency over the frequency

ftmge but with a maximum gain at f =3 GHz.
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This structure has many favorable characteristics except for its low radiation

efficiency and hence gain. The number of arms was increased to eight in order to improve

these factors.

4.3.2 8-arm antenna

To improve the efficiency, the structure shown in figure 4.9 was analyzed.The

increased number of discontinuities should increase the amount of radiated energy. Setting

the lengths of the outer segmenrs to V8 wilt provide the necessary phase progression for a

broadside pattern. The outer radius remained the same as the 3-arm antenna.

Fig.4.9: 8-arm traveling wave antenna

At the operating frequency of 3 GHz , the current distribution was seen to attenuare

so than the 3-arm case. This resulted in a radiation efficiency of 15.5 Vo, an
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improvement over the 3-arm case by a factor of l.74.In addition, the magnitude of the

cturent oscillations increased due to the increased discontinuities. Both these characteristics

can be seen in figure 4.10 (a). The computed radiation pattern and axial rario are given in

figures 4.10 (b) and (c). They show a broadside pattern with an axial ratio less than 3 dB

for -72o < e < 2f and, a 3 dB beamwidth of 40o.
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Fig. 4.10 c) : Axial ratio of 8-arm antenna, fo = 3 GHz.

A frequency sweep from2.75 GHz to 3.75 GEzwas performed to determine the

bandwidth of this structure. The impedance remained fairly constant while the patterns

varied over this range. Figure 4.11 shows the progression from a null centered pattern to

broadside and then back to a null centered pattern as the frequency approaches and exceeds

the operating frequency. This yields a pattern band.width of 11.7 Zo. Figures 4.I2(a) and

(b) show the variations in impedance, efficiency and gain over this frequency range. The

input impedance bandwidrh has been determined to be approximately 2g.0 vo.
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Fig. 4.11 : Frequency sweep of g-arm antenna



(e)f=3.1 GHz

(g)f=3.25GIfz=fv
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(h)f=3.5GHz

Fig.4.1l (cont.)
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Fig. 4.12 b) : Radiation efficiency and gain of the g-arm anrenna

It is important to note that although the efficiency has been improved, the cost has

been that the pattem bandwidth has been reduced signif,rcantly. This reduction is due to the

increase in the total wire length. As frequency changes, the electrical lengths of each arm

vary, thus changing the progressive phase. This phase error is cumulative, hence tfre ¡-arm

structure has less of a phase error than the 8-arm structure at each frequency. A signihcant

error occurs when a center-null begins to occur in the pattern. This results in structures

with few arms being less frequency sensitive than structures with more arms. A

compromise between the efficiency and bandwidth was a structure with four arms.

4.3.3 4-arm antenna

The 4-arm structure shown in figure 4.13 was designed using the same principles

as before. The current distribution, radiated pattern, and axial ratio are given in figure 4.14

for f =fo=3GHz.

-+ Efficiency (%
.+ Gatn (dB )
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This structure had a radiation efficiency of 9.5%. The pattern had an axial ratio less than
3 dB for 44o < e < 25o and a 3 dB beamwidth of 40o . A frequency sweep from 2.5
GHz to 3'5 GHz yielded BWzin = 20 7o and BV/pa t = z3.3qo.These were determined

from the results shown in figures 4.15 and 4.16.
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Fig. 4.15 : Frequency sweep of 4-arm antenna, E_plane
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This antenna was further studied with the matched load removed. The end of the

antenna was left open circuit and then shorted. Under both these terminating conditions, a

standing wave culrent distribution was present. Figure 4.17 (a) shows this for the open

circuit condition. In addition, the radiation pattern and axial ratio are shown for f = 3 GHz.

These show a broadside pattern which is linearly polarized. Both field magnitudes are

equal, but in-phase, thus the resultant linear vector is at 45o as shown in 4.18 (a). The

same characteristics were observed for the short circuit condition.

0
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Fig.4.l7 c) : Axial ratio of open circuit 4_arm anrenna

A frequency sweep from 2.75 GHz to 3.25 GEzwas performed under both these

conditions' The patterns for the open circuit condition are given in figure 4.1g and those for
the short circuit condition are given in figure 4.19. Frequencies ourside this range resulted

in pattern degradation. Accompanying each polar plot is a vector representation of the

direction of linea¡ polarization.
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Fig. 4.18 : Frequency sweep of open circuit terminated antenna, E-plane
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(c)f=3.25GIJ2

Fig. 4.18 ( cont. )
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Fignre 4.19 : Frequency srveep of short circuit terminated +arm antenna, E-plane
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Fig.4.19 ( cont. )

A pattern bandwidth very narow for applications which require vertical or

horizontal iinear polarization as the di¡ection of polarization varies dramatically with

frequency. The input impedance and gain were also ploned for this frequency range and are

shown in figure 4.20. The bandwidth can be seen to be very small. This structure shows

close to 100 Vo radiation efficiency due to the reflections ar the line end. A substantial

increase in gain can also be seen in figure 4.20 (c).
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Fig. 4.20 c) : Gain of open and short ci¡cuit terminated  -armantenna, fo = 3 GHz

It has been found that the four arm structure radiates a linearly polarized pattern

when terminated with a short or open circuit. A matched load termination generates a

circular polarized pattern with a large impedance and pattern bandwidth. However, the

traveling wave structure has the problem of low radiation efficiency. possible techniques to

improve the efficiency are now investigated.

In order to determine methods to improve efficiency, the cause of the low efficiency

should be understood. This can be done by examining the current distribution along the

structure and applying the concept of image theory. Equation (4.1b) defines a cu:rent of

I = Hyî
(4.11)

along a microstrip line. A ground plane below is equivalent to an image structure

undemeath with the tangential cuïents oppositely phased. This is illusrated in frgure 4.2i.
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Fig.4.21: Currents of a microstrip line

At a small height above the ground plane the srructure is very close to its image which has

opposing curents. This results in most of the radiated field being cancelled by the image

structure. Tlfus the fi¡st method to improve efficiency and to confirm this analogy would be

to increase the height over the ground plane. This should improve the effTciency and

become maximized at a height of t"/q where the structure and image will be in phase and

add constructively. The structure at various heights above the ground plane was analyzed

using NEC and the results of efficiency and peak gain are given infigure 4.22.
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Fig. 4.22: Effects of height on efficiency and gain of 4-a¡m anrenna.

As the height above the ground plane increases, the efficiency and gain increase as

expected. The gain decreases after h = l,/4 since the radiation pattern begins to degrade at

this point. A height of À/60 corresponds to a 25 mil thick alumina substrare. This height

yields a slightly improved efficiency than a height of À"/156 above the ground plane and will

be used in the experimental verification. At this height and other heights close to the ground

plane, the antenna structures were observed to behave with similar characteristics as

previously noted. Thus it has been shown that the efficiency can be improved by increasing

the height. However, this is not a practical solution since the substrates used are 10 to 25

mils in thickness. An alternate approach already observed with the 8-arm antenna is to

increase the number of discontinuities in the structure.

One method is to increase the discontinuities at the outer radiating segments. Two

concepts studied a¡e illustrated in figure 4.23.
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Stubs

(a) Stubs (b) Tapered patches

Figure 4.23 : Geometries with increased discontinuities.

Figure 4.23 (a) has open circuit stubs attached to the corners of each arm with the antenna

being match terminated. NEC indicated a standing wave curent distribution and hence a

linearly polarized pattern resulted with these additions. An interesting result is that the

direction of the linear polarization can be controlled by the stub lengths. A vectorial

representation of the fields accompanies the radiation patterns given in figure 4.24. Thís

shows that the direction of polarization changes from vertical to horizontal as the stub

length is increased.
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FiF.4.24: 4-arm antenna with various stub lengths, E_plane



The stub lengths of Ul28 were selected to be studied ovcr a frequency range since this

produces a pattern which is very nearly vertically polarized. Figure 4.25 shows the panems

generated from2-75 GHz o 4 GHz and the input imFedance is given in figure 4.26.
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These figures show that this structure with t"/LZg stubs has a relatively large

pattern bandwidth, but a very narrow impedance bandwidth. An important observation is

that the direction of polarization remained fairly constant over the frequency range within

the pattern bandwidth, while the polarization of the open 4-arm antenna with no stubs

varied immensely, thus generating a small pattern bandwidth. Similar characteristics were

observed for the structure with?u/64 stubs. The efficiency of all structures with stubs was

in the order of 98 vo. This high efficiency is due to a stand,ing wave current distribution

which is created by the open end stubs. This structure yields a peak gain of g.6 dB. The

stubs were placed in various geometries as shown in figure 4.27. However, these

configurations did not have improved characteristics over the one shown in figure a.B @).

Most characteristics were equivalent except the gain which can be seen in figure 4.27.T¡,,e

stubs oriented in these configurations generate fields which add in a destructive manner,

thus the gain is quite low for some.
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(a) Gp = -4.62 dB (b) Gp = 4.8 dB

(c) Gp = 7.63 dB (d) Gp = 0.42 dB

Fig.4.27 : Various stub orientations on 4-arm antenna
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The structure in figure 4.23 (b) contains patches at the end of each arm. These

patches increase progressively in width along each arm of the antenna. Several cases were

modelled using NEC and ail cases indicated an efficiency of approximately 30 Vo. The
pattern bandwidth was very natrow, in the order of a few percent, as the pattern remained

constant only around the operating frequency. Thus this structure was considered

unsuitable but was studied to determine its effects on the radiation efficiency.

Another alternate method of increasing the discontinuities is to increase the number

of windings for the structure as shown in figure 4.2g.

Fig.4.28: 4-arm anrenna with two windings.

This structure was constructed such that the of the average inner and outer segments would
be ?'"/4. The efficiency was first studied as a function of the distance, Â, between the two

windings. The results of this are given in figure 4.29 fromthis, it was determined that the
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Fig.4.29: Effects of winding gap on 4-arm antenna with two windings.

ideal separation distance is 3 line widths yielding an efficiency of 29,2 Vo. A frequency

sweep from2.75 GHz to 3.5 GlrJz was performed to determine the pattern bandwidth.

Figure 4.30 shows the pattern bandwidth to be BWpat = L5Vo. The input impedance

over this frequency range is shown in figure 4.31, from which the bandwidth is

determined to be BW2in= 13 Vo.

Efficiency (%
Gain (dB )
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Fig.4.30 : Frequency sweep of 4-amr antenna with two windings, E-plane



(e) f = 3.2G}lz (0f=3.225GH2=fu

PHI -90.0

Fig. 4.30 ( cont. )
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Fig. 4.31 : Input impedance of 4-arm anrenna with two windings
normalized toZ¡rclIz = I28-j4rc A

Some of the studied structures were fabricated and tested to confirm both the

theoretical and numerical results.

The antenna structures for testing were fabricated by the Department of
Components and Subsystems at the Communications Research Center. The first stage of
this process involved designing a mask of the microstrip antenna. With the mask
completed, the antenna design was etched onto a grounded alumina ( tr = 9.g ) substrate

2" x 2" x .025" using the lift-off technique. The width of the microsrip line was chosen

such that the cha¡acteristic impedance of the line, would be 50Q. This was calculated as

follows [42] :

* = lex- l-lh L8 4en'l
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where

py, = Z,{E+T
120

.i(f*) þi.å'"*)
and

|rto,- 1 )-rn (2d,-r l*ï*1"(0,- 1 )* 0.2s3 5u],
for Zo< (44 _ 2E) A (4.11 b)

with
Ä - 60n2" Z'{E'

For t¡ = 9'8 and zo = 50Ç2, equation (4.11 a) is used. Substituting these values and

a height of '025" = .635 mm yields a width of w = .62 mm. The lengths of the lines were
defined by the effective waverength, at 3 GHz. This may be shown as

Àerr = å
l t"ff

1 _C/k) - :-
lo

rerr = +.+( r*ro+) ot

w_
h

(4.r2)

Equation (4.12) gives an effective waveiength of À"¡¡ = 3.g6 cm ar a frequency of
3 GHz. This information was used to design a four arm antenna.

A four arm microstrip antenna was etched on a grounded alumina substrate having
the dimensions shown in figure 4.32. Feeding and terminating the antenna was
accomplished by vertical launchers at the beginning and end of the structure. The launchers

were fastened to a ground plane jig which supported the substrate chip. The vertical
launchers were connected to the microstrip line by tabs soldered to the pin on one end and
to the microstrip line on the other. An illustration of the complete set-up is given in
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figure 4.32. As can be seen, this arangement is convenient for

conditions at the termination point.

screws to secure
substrate

Brass Ground
Plane

Conducting Pins

Top View

altering the loading

Side View

Fig. 4.32: Fabricated 4-arm microstrip antenna

The testing procedure involved measuring the antenna scattering parameters and then the

radiation pattern.

This antenna was then connected to an HP8510 Network Analyzer in order to
determine the scattering parameters. The S 1 1 and S21 parameters are of interest in order to

determine the rerurn loss and insertion loss of the antenna. An ideal antenna would have a

low return loss value, indicating a good match, and a low insertion loss value. A low

insertion loss value indicates that the majority of the energy does not reach the end of the

antenna. It is desirable to have this energy dissipated in terms of radiation.

l¡ad
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The four alm antenna was terminated with the characteristic impedance of the line.

The measured return loss and insertion loss a¡e shown in figures 4.i3 and 4.34

respectively. The frequency range observed was between 2 and, 4 GHz. Over this range,

the return loss was less than -10 dB, the specified cutoff point for the impedance

bandwidth at VSWR = 2. Thus the input impedance bandwidth over rhis range is

BWZitr = 66.7 Vo. Unfortttnately, figure 4.34 shows ân insertion loss of only -0.75 dB.

This indicates that the majority of the power is absorbed by the load, thus a very low

radiation efficiency is present. This result is not surprising as this was predicted from the

computer modelling.

START 2.øøøØøøØøø
sToP 4.ØøøøØøØøø

Fig. 4.33: Return loss of match terminated 4-armantenna

GHz
GHz

REF ø.ø dg
å rØ.Ø dB/
v -23.494 dB

8s



REF ø.Ø dB
å LØ.ø dB/
Y -q.7szz dB

:iåã' =...,"33233933 Zi:
Fig. 4-34: Insertion loss of match terminated 4-arm antenna

The radiation pattern of this structure was measured in the anechoic chamber at the

University of Manitoba. Initially, a linear source was used to measure the f,reld components

of an elevation cut at 0 = 0o, 45o, and 90o. These components were shown to be

approximately equal, thus a good indication that circular polarization was present. A
rotating linear source was next used to measure the pattern of the antenna as the angle of
elevation va¡ied from - 120 to +720 . Figure 4.35 shows these patterns over a frequency

range of 2.55 GHz to 3.5 GHz. Patterns with acceptable characteristics can be found
between 2.9 GIJz and 3.5 GHz. This yields a bandwidth of B\ ¿¡= I5Vo which is the

predicted bandwidth. Within this bandwidth, the axial ratio is less than 3 dB and maintains

a broadside pattern. Note also that for frequencies less than fo, the beam squints towards

e > 0o and tracks towards e < 0o for higher frequencies. The beam squint within BWpat

varies between +30o. It can also be determined that the 3 dB beainwidth is 40o. To

ascertain that acceptable circularpolarization is present a measurement was taken with the



antenna at O = 45o. The patterns measured within the above bandwidth are given in figure

4'36' These patterns have a slightly larger axial ratio, but may still be considered to be

circular polarized. Thus this structure has many favorable characteristics except for the low
efficiency previously noted. This is evident in the pattern measurements as the peak gain is
-1i dB.
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Fig.4.35: Measured patterns of matched, Latrnantenna, Q = 0o, E_plane
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Fig- 4.36: Measured patterns of match terminated  -armantenna, 0 = 45o
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This same antenna was measured with its end left as an open circuit. The return

loss was measured and shown in fîgure 4.37 . Due to the open circuit at the end, a large

amount of energy is reflected back towards the sou¡ce. An impedance match was achieved

ât f = 3 GHz by inserting a three stub tuner between the source and the input of the

antenna. Measurements were done over a frequency range from2.7 GFIz to 3.3 GHz. The

recorded patterns are given in figure 4.38. The polarization was linear and the componenrs

of the E and H plane were measured. Accompanying the pattern plots are vectorial
representation of the two components in the E field. The magnitudes a¡e similar to those

predicted in figure 4.18 but the phases were not measured. The vectors in figure 4.3g are

assumed to have the same phase as in figure 4.18 in order to compare the expected

directional changes. Notice that at the impedance matched frequency of 3 GHz, gain

increases to -5 dB. Thus the  -armantenna with an open termination generates the expected

linea¡ polarization characteristics.
S1t I o9 MAG
RÊF ø.ø dB

,9 !ø.ø dB/
Y -1.4788 dB

START 2.QØØØØØØØØ G'.ir2
STæ 1.øøøøøøøøø GHz

Fig. 4.37 : Return loss of 4-arm antenna witrr open termination
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Fig. 4.38 ( cont. )

4.4.3 4-Arm Antenna : Short Termination

The 4-arm antenna was now terminated with a short circuit. Simitar characteristics

were noted as the case of the open circuit structure. A ¡eturn loss of - 1.69 dB was recorded

and linear polarization was confirmed. A frequency sweep from2.7 GHz to 3.2 GHz was

done in order to observe the direction of linear polarization. Figure 4.39 shows the

measured patterns and the vector representation of the linear polarization. Again, the

direction of linea¡ polarization varies over frequency and is in agreement with figure 4.19.
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4.4.4 4-Arm Antenna with Stubs

The structure indicated in figure 4.23 (a) was fabricated with Lll¿g srubs. The

return loss measurements are given in 4.40 (a) and (b) respectively. It can be seen that the

return loss maintains a value less than -10 dB from 2.55 GHz to 3.55 GHz. This yields

BWZin = 33.3 Vo. The insertion loss is shown to be -1.74 dB, an improvement of I dB.

This indicates that less power is going to the load and hence the efficiency has improved,

but not to98 Vo as predicted by NEC.
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The pattern measurement for this structure with )\/128 stubs was not obtained due

to damage to the antenna. However, Vl6 stubs were added and the pattern measurements

were recorded. A frequency sweep was done to determine if the direction of linear

polarization remained constant as frequency varied. The vector representation is given in

figure 4.41 which can be compared to figure 4.24.Thepredicted cha¡acteristics agree with

those measured, hence the addition of the tabs introduces control over the direction of linear

polarization. The last structure srudied was the type in figure 4.23 (b).

Eo l¿t EOI¿o

(a)f=2.85GH2:\_ (b)f=2.9G}Jz

Eol¿n

% lzo %l:p

(c)f=295GH2 (d)f=3.0GHz

Fig. 4.41 : vector represenrarion of field componenrs for 4-arms wirh V16 stubs
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4.4.5 4-Arm with Patches

The last structure studied was the four arm structure with patches, of the type in

figure 4.23 (b). The structure fabricated and measured is illusrrared in figure 4.42.Each

arm end increases in width by one line width with progression towards the load.

Fig- 4.42: 4-arm anrenna with tapered patches.
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Analyzing this antenna on the network analyzer showed a narrow impedance

bandwidth of BWTin = I.8 vo. At the operating frequency of 3 GHz, the return loss was

-13 dB, with an insertion loss of -2.5 dB. These are shown in figure 4.43 (a) and (b).
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Fig. 4.43 a) : Measured return loss of Lamantenna with tapered patches
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Fig. 4.43 b) : Measured insertion loss of 4-arm antenna with tapered patches

The insertion loss indicates better radiation efficiency which appears a

f = 3.05 GHz in the measured patterns shown in figure 4.44.Itcan be observed that the

pattern is relatively constant from f = 2.95 GHz to f = 3.10 GHz yielding a bandwidth of
BWpat = 5.0 7o. As expected, the pattern degraded outside this bandwidth. In addition, the

peak gain at f = 3.05 GHz is -9 dB due to the increase in radiation. pattern measuremenrs

were also taken at 0 - 45o to confirm that the patterns observed were linearly polarized at

450.
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Several 4-a¡m antenna configurations have been constructed, measured and

compared with predicted characteristics and values. A comparison between the analytical

and experimental results can now be carried out.

4.5 Discussion

The 4-arm traveling wave antenna designed, built and tested has shown to give a

broadside, circular polarized pattern with bandwidths of B\ar = 15 vo and

BWZin = 66'7 vo. The bandwidths and cha¡acteristics measured agree with those pred,icted

but the gain and efficiency do not due to the alumina subsÍate. At this height ( thickness of
the alumina ), a match loaded structure in free space generates an efficienc y of IZ Vo with a

peak gain of 1.1 dB as indicated in figure 4.22. Theradiation efficiency with the alumina

substrate may be extracted from the measured scattering parameters by examining the total

losses in the structure as follows.

At f = 3 GHz, the measured parameters of a loaded 4-arm antenna are:

lS11l= -23.5 dB

lS21l = -0.75 dB

The losses of the structure consist of losses due to radiation and. due to the line on a

substrate. Hence,

and

Ploss=Prad+Püne

Ploss=Pin-Poot

( 4.r3 )

( 4.r4 )

but Pour = ls21l since a good match is obtained with ls11l = -23.5 dB
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10 tog ( H ) = 10 tog tS21 t2 = -.75 dB

D. rout
' ' p* = 0.8414 (4.15)

Dividing equarion (4.12) by pn yields

Ror, - 1-Pou,Pin ^ R'

Substituting equarion ( 4.I3) ,

Þ,^ross = 0.1586Pi', ( 4.16)

The line losses may be determined by either modeiling the structure on a microwave

cAD program or calculating empirically. The calculations are as shown.

A =.03 dB/cm
@----------- ------O
Pin L = 16.96 cm pï

where L is the length of the antenna

A is the atenuation along a line on 25 mil thick alumina

Þ = ¿-2aL = -.03 dB/cmPi', - "

where g is the attenuation constant

ro ros ff = -.03( 16.e6 )

D
10 log f, = -.5088 dB = lSz r Ir rn g.l7)

3 = 0.88e5
R"

but Pline = Pin - Py
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Ri.,r - , lyP* - '-P*
. Rin"
" ï; = o'11055

The 4-arm antenna was also modelled using the cAD program Touch stone

resulting in lS21l = -0.545 which is fairly close to equation ( 4.17 ). This value is

actually more accurate since it includes the losses due to the corners. Thus the line

loss will be based on this value, resulting in

D-.' '''" = o.rl79
Pitt

Ploss=P.u¿+P¡n"

Ror, - Pra¿*Rir,"
Pi., R' Pir,

Þ

iff = 0'0407

The experimental results have shown that only 4.1 7o of the input power is radiated.

Thus the introduction of the alumina substrate further reduces efficiency by approximately

9 Vo in comparison to the antenna in free space. The measured gain when load,ed is -11 dBi

and -3 dBi when terminated with an open circuit. The measured gain for the match

terminated case can be verified by extrapolating the data from the analysis in free space to

one which includes a dielectric substrate. The values taken from the analysis which

includes a dielectric substrate are based upon experimental meastrlements while those taken

from the analysis in free space are based upon the numerical values generated by NEC.

Note that the physical size of the structure on a dielectric substrate is smaller than the

equivalent structure in free space. This is because of the smaller effective waveiength due to

the alumina substrate. Since the physical size is smaller, the corresponding gain will be less

than the larger structue in free space. This has been incorporated in the verification that

(4.18 a)

(4.1e)
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follows. The maximum gain possible may be determined from equation ( 4.10 ) where

7, = Ào, thus

rì€o - 4nAvmax - 
,t

where A is the apeffure area

A = n (.596?,"0)2

.'. G*Ìu* = 74.02 : 17.47 dB

The inroduction of a gound plane allows an addition of 3 dB to the gain maximum, thus

.'. Gå'"' = 14.47 clR : 27.98

This may be compared to the case where the end termination was an open circuit and close

to 100 Vo efficiency was observed. This yielded a peak gain of 72.86 d.B. Gain is related to

the aperture area which is dependent upon the effective permittivity as shown below.

A% = ,r(.seei"" )' and Aqrr - "( .tt.g[

"2
= r(.596), M,

%rr.

thus Ë = eï
4err - A%

%rr

It has been determined by equarion (3.2 c) that teff = 6.7I for this structure having

Q=9.8

... [e.rr = 0.149A%

hence Çtcrr = 0.149 GEo

The gain of this structure on an alumina substrate can now be determined to be
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Gåf- = 0.149 (27.98 ) = 4.17 : 6.2 ¿g

11 4.1 vo of the total power was radiated, then the gain would be

GÆ = 0.041 ( 4.17 )

GAI = 0.I7 = -7.7 dB

The measured gain, GSl, was found to be -11.1 dB at a frequency of 3.05 GHz. However,

this was measured with a rotating linear source, thus 3 dB should be added to the measured

gain, therefore G$l = -8.1 dB. A 0.4 dB discrepancy exists which may be accounted for by

gain calculation errors because the effective aperture area was not included. Thus, gain has

been decreased by a factor of 6.7 when placed on alumina. This decrease in gain has a

corresponding broadening effect on the 3 dB beamwidth. The calculated beamwidth may be

determined from the definirion of directivity given in equation 4.ig.

D = 4n
f)a 

Ø.20)
where f)a is the element solid angle

oe = o3dB Q¡¿e

where 03dn and 03¿n are the 3dB beamwidths

If G = D, then to achieve a maximum gain of 14.47 dB in free space, the required element

solid angle is

27.98 - 4 n
Oa

"' Of = 0.449

Both theta and phi beams where observed to be nearry identicar, thus 03¿g = o3dB

;. OT¿s = dän = 38.4o
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The 3 dB beamwidth

substrate decreased the

calculated to be

which yields

recorded was 40o

free space gain to

which shows good agreement. The alumina

6.2 dB. The corresponding 3 dB beamwidth is

GAf-=P-41r
of'

^lO¿' = 3.014

eîotr=Oljr=99.so

The measured 3dB beamwidth as shown in figure 4.35 is 90o. Thus the measured broad
beamwidth and low gain varues coincide with expected results.

similar calculations were performed with the structures having stubs and tapered
patches at the ends of each arm. The radiation eff,rciencies were measured to be 30 vo for
the stub structure and 33 vo for the tapered patches. Based on these efficiencies, the
expected gains calculated from the maximum aperture gain, are 0.97 dB and 1.3 dB for the
stub and tapered patch structure respectively. The measured values were both
approximately -9.0 dB. The gross differences seen here may be accounted for by the added
geometries. Linearly polarized patterns are produced which indicate a variation from the 2r
phase progression, thus it is conceivable that the radiated energy is not added in phase.

This in turn would result in lower gain values. For these reasons, a comparison of gain
values between analyticai and measured results can not be performed.

Therefore it can be concluded that the theoretical design and analysis of this type of
traveling wave antenna is in good agreement with experimentally measured results. This
antenna satisfies the relatively large bandwidth requirements. However, it has also been
shown that a problem exists in terms of the rad.iation efficiency. In addition, the fabrication
of this antenna is well suited for monolithic applications where conformal arays are

required.
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CHAPTER 5 : Micosfrip patch Antennas

with the study of a traveling wave antenna completed, microstrip patch antennas

will now be examined. As outlined in chapter 3, a microstrip patch antenna has a narrow
impedance bandwidth which is decreased further when placed on a thin, high relative
permittivity substrate. one scheme previously mentioned was a conically depressed circular
patch for which an impedance bandwidth of 28.7 vo wãsobtained for a depression angle of
50 ( tr = 2'5, h = 6 mm, fo = 2.98 GHz ), where the depression angle is defined as the

angle from the edge of the cone to its centre ( see figure 5.1 ). In addition, a further
increase in bandwidth was reported as the depression angle increased. with such a large
reported bandwidth, this structure showed promise for substrates with high relative
permittivities.

A conically depressed ci¡cular microstrip patch antenna

chatterjee [43]. The srrucrure studied is shown in figure 5.1.

was first srudied by Das and

Top View

Fig.5.1 :

Side View

Conically depressed circular microstrip patch antenna

1=.--1"-
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In order to determine the radiation properries of this type of structure, the field structure in

the cavity below the patch is required. When the angle of depression is zero, a flat ci¡cular
patch is formed which has been analyzed in t311. The cavity model uses magnetic wall

boundary conditions on the edges. Assuming a constant electric field in the z-di¡ection, the

resulting cavity fîelds have been found to be transverse magnetic (TM) given in equation

(5.1) in cylindrical coordinares.

Ep--o
-jn

Hp = ol U O Eo J., (kp) sin nQ (s.1)

Eo--o
-jk

tsb= rp EoJn ftp)cosnQ

Ez = Eo Jn (kp) cos nQ Hz = 0

A problem in carrying out the analysis arises as the angle of depression increases

from zero degrees. As can be seen in figure 5.1, there is a dependence on theta, hence the

cavity fields should be solved in terms of spherical coordinates, which is not an easy task.

To avoid this difficulty, Das [43], divided the cavity into two regions. The lower region

assumes a constant electric field in the z-direction and hence the equations in (5.1) are used.

The upper region, shown as region 2, contains both TM and TE modes. The total power
radiated is the sum of the power radiated in the TM mode by Ezand the power radiated in

the TE mode by Hr. The tangential component of the electric field along the depressed

surface is zero. The radiation is normal to the surface, hence an additional field is present

and is shown in figure 5.1 as Er. Equation ( 3.1 ) indicates that increasing the rad.iarion

losses will increase BWzin which is the effect of having an additional field component Er.

This structure was studied experimentally. The conical depression was milled on a
2.0" x 2.0" x.05" piece of stycast having gr = 10. A mask was fabricated and the pattern
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on the mask was etched on the piece of metalized stycast. This was done for depression

angles of 50, 10o, and 15o , as well as for a flat patch. The aperture remained constant with

a radius of 4.63 mm for all cases. The return loss of each antenna was measured on an Hp

8510 Network Analyzer and is presented in figure S.2.Theinput impedance bandwidth for

each variation in alpha was determined and plotted in figure 5.3 (a). A flat disc was

expected to have a bandwidth close to the measured 7.6 Vo and it can be seen that BWZin

increases by a factor of 2.4 when the angle of depression is 150. The change in resonant

frequency is interesting, as the aperture a¡ea remained constant. Figure 5.3 (b) shows the

increase in frequency as alpha increases. For the case of alpha equal to zero,the theoretical

resonant frequency may be determined from the effective aperture radius determined from

t3 11.

ae = ulr* #h("(if,).

where a is the disc radius of 4.634 mm

h = 1.27 mm

Êr: 10

(s.2)

.'. a€ - 4.77 mm

A radius of a" yields a resonant frequency of f, = 5.g GHz. The discrepancy between that

and the measured frequency of 5.65 GHz is due in pafi to the fabrication process because it
was unclear how the process affected the stycast material. However, it can still be

determined that the frequency increased by a factor of 1.2 with the aperture area remaining

the same. As the angle of depression increases, the centre portion of the patch approaches

the ground plane. This creates an area which has strong coupling to the ground plane, thus

the actual active a¡ea of the patch decreases causing an increase in the resonant frequency.

t.7726)]i
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Fig. 5.2: Return loss measurements of conically depressed circular patches
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The radiation patterns for each structure were measured and the patterns for
û' = 0o and cr = 15o are given in figure 5.4 (a) and (b). All patterns measured showed a

ripple in the main beam of the E-plane. This ripple increased in magnitude as the angle of
depression increased. Initially, the cause of this was thought to be surface waves. The

cutoff frequencies for each surface wave mode may be determined from [26].

f - nc
-L-=--:---_:- 4h / e.-T

for TM modes

for TE modes

(s.3)

where n=0,2,4,...

n=1,3,5,...

It can be seen that the lowest order TM mode, n = 0, exists for all frequencies.
Hence that mode of the surface wave will exist in all substrates. The next mode is the TE1

mode which has a cutoff frequency for this parricurar application of

€ - ncrc - 4 hlE:T
where n = 1

o
c = 3x10'm/s
h = 7.27x10-3 m

Q= i0

'. f" = 19.69 GHz

Thus only the TN46 mode of the surface wave exists for these antennas. Equation

(5'3) shows that as height and/or relative permittivity increases, more surface wave modes

can exist' The effects of surface waves on thin substrates have been studied in [26]. It was

determined that for substrates less than .01À thick, surface wave excitation is trivial and

hence may be ignored. This translates to substrate thickness less than 0.5 mm for a

frequency of 6 GHz. The substrate thickness used is 1.27 mm, thus the surface waves
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cannot be completely ignored. Examining the radiation pattern shows that there are no

unusual sidelobes at the edges ( 1 gOo ). If a significant level of surface waves were

present, these sidelobes would appear. In addition, the patch was also fabricated on a

stycast substrate of thickness 0.64 mm which approaches the trivial case for surface wave

excitation. The measured patterns exhibited a ripple equal in magnitude to the case with

h = 1.27 mm. Thus it may be concluded that surface waves are not the cause of this ripple.
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Figure 5.4 shows that the magnitude of the ripple increased as the angle of
depression increased. Figure 5.2 shows the return loss measurements and for ¡¿ = 15o,

another mode is clearly present. The two modes have resonant frequencies at 6.74 GHz

and 6.91 GHz at which pattern measurements were taken and are given in figure 5.4 (b).

The higher ordered modes after the TMt t mode for a circular patch are rhe TM21 and

TMOZ modes which both have a null in the centre of its radiation pattern. A circular patch

operating in the TM02 mode has a uniform electric fieid along its circumference as indicated

in [31]. Applying a capacitive load to the patch as was done in [45] with an annular ring

should indicate if this is one of the two modes present. A capacitive load located at an angle

of 90o from the feed point should not effect the TM11 or TM21 mode as the electric f,relds

are zeÍo at this point. However, this load should lower the resonant frequency of the TMOZ

mode because an electric field is present. A capacitive load was added , and no change was

observed with respect to the two resonating frequencies. Thus it is clear that the TMOZ

mode is not present. The pattern measurement at f = 6.78 GHz shows a broadside pattern

while the measurement at f = 6.93 GHz shows a definite null in the pattern. Thus it may be

conciuded that the pattern measurement at f = 6.93 GHz is actualiy the second order TM21

mode in combination with the TM11 mode, and vice versa for the pattern measurement at f
= 6.78 GHz. Therefore it may be said that as the angle of depression increases, the TM21

mode excitation increases and interferes with the desired TMt t mode. Information

regarding the gain, 3 dB beamwidths and the data previously discussed is presented in

Table 5.1.
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0(deg) BWz. (Vo\
"tn' 3dB Beamwidth ( deg ) Gain (dBi) f, (GHz)

0

5

10

15

1.6

1.9

2.1

3.8

130

128

120

122

88

78

66

58

4.4

2.9

2.4

1.5

5.65

5.94

6.16

6.78

Table 5.1 : Cha¡acteristics of conically depressed circular patches

A change in the 3 d'B beamwidth is evident in the H-plane as rhe beamwidth has decreased

by 30o as c¿ va¡ies from 0o to 15o. In addition, there is a decrease in gain. The maximum
gain can be determined from equation (4.10) as shown below.

t- _ 4æA"\Jmax = -. .f-
where Ae is the effective area

I=À"rr=å,teff =8.29
Y tefr

" G- ax = 4.74 dR

The gain at cx, = 0o is close to the maximum calculated gain, thus high efticiency may be

deduced' The measured gain is seen to decrease as the angle of depression increases. This
is due to the destructive interference of the TW21mode.

The radiation patterns shown in figure 5.4 show a relatively constant pattern shape

over the impedance bandwidth, thus the operational bandwidth is limited by BWzin. This is
also the case for G = 50 and 10o. However, c = 15o shows a large pattern difference at
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f = 6'93 GHz which is within the BW2in. Thus the operational bandwidth is limited by the

pattern bandwidth, hence SWop = 2 Vo for this particular case.

This type of structure does show an increase in impedance bandwidth with high

radiation efficiency. However, fabrication would be quite complex for the mass production

process required with MMICs. An alternate structure, similar to this one but easier to

fabricate, is the concentrically shorted patch.

A concentrically shorted circular patch as shown in figure 5.5 has been proposed in

[44]' This structure was briefly studied as it is similar to the conicaily depressed patch. It
has been determined that as the radius of the shorting rod increases, the bandwidth and

resonating frequency increase while high radiation efficiency is maintained. As with the

depressed patch, the bandwidth increases due to an increase in the radiation loss, thus
lowering Q1. The increased radiation comes from.the contributions of the electric curents

on the inner conductor ( shorting rod ) [44]. The bandwidth and resonating characteristics

were verified experimentally. A circular patch with radius of b = I.634cm was fabricated
on a substrate with Er =2.52 and h = 1.6 ffi, pfeed = b. Starting from the centre and.

moving outwa¡ds, a ring of shorting posts, with radius a, was added to the patch. As each

ring was added, the return loss was measured and shown in figure 5.6.
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p Patch

Top View Side View

Fig. 5.5 : Concentrically shorted circular patch.

It may be seen that the presence of a shorting rod and a feed point along the circumference
excites other modes other than the TMt t mode, thus the problem of mode interference may

also exist with this structure. The resonant frequencies and bandwidths were obtained from
these data and plotted in fìgures 5.7 (a) and (b). These figures show a comparison between

the analytical results inl44l and those experimentally measured. Good agreement is found

with respect to the resonant frequencies, and the experimental bandwidrh appears larger

than the analytical. The measured bandwidth has increased by a factor of 1.6. If this

structure were applied to a substrate with a high relative permittivity, lower bandwidths

would be observed but an increase would still be noted for structures with larger shorting

rods' This stucture also appears difficult to fabricate for MMIC / MHMIC applications but
probably is easier to fabricate than the conically depressed patch.
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(a) a/b = 0.45

f ( cn")

þ) r'b = 0.6

Fig. 5.6 : Return loss measurements for concentrically shorted patches
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(a) Resonant frequency

(b) Input impedance bandwidth

Fig. 5.7 : Resonant frequency and bandwidth characteristics.
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5.3 Discussion

Two resonating microstrip patch antennas have been studied experimentally. The

conically depressed patch shows an increase in the impedance bandwidth as the angle of
depression increases. However, this also causes interference in the radiated pattern from
the TM21 mode reducing the pattern bandwidth substantially. To resolve this problem, it
could be possible to determine a feed point in which excitation would resulr in the TMt t
being dominate and thus minimizing the destructive contribution of the TM21 mode. As

indicated in figure 5.2 (d), the feed location creates a dominant TMztmode excitation. If
this is possible, then the pattern bandwidth may increase to that of the impedance

bandwidth, such that an operational bandwidth of 3.8 vo is obtained for an angular

depression of 150. The concentrically shorted patch also shows an increase in the

impedance bandwidth when studied on a lower relative permittivity substrate. It appears

higher order mode interference could be a problem, but it is not clear as to what will happen

when it is placed on a high dielectric substrate.

These structures appear to have a high radiation efficiency with an improved

bandwidth- The construction of both antennas would be difficult when applying to an

MMIC fabrication process. However, the concentrically shorted patch can be implemented

into this process more easily than a conically depressed patch. Thus, these resonating

microstrip patches could be used for MMIC / MHMIC applications provided the diff,rculties

in manufacturing are not an overwhelming factor.
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CHAPTER 6 : concrusions and Recommendations

6.1 : Conclusions

The concept of applying MMIC / MHMICs to a phased array anrenna presenrs a

number of problems which must be overcome. One problem, which has been add¡essed in

this thesis, is the selection of a suitable radiating element. For a truly monolithic, conformal

configuration, the antenna elements should be capable of being constructed within the

MMIC batch fabrication process. This means that the ideal antenna element would be

deposited on a thin, high relative permittivity substrate which is used in MMIC /MHMICs.
Correspondingly, this results in narrow input impedance bandwidths for microstrip patch

antennas. These structures already have inherently small bandwidths which are further

decreased when placed on an MMIC / MHMIC type substrate. An example presented was

the rectangular patch whose impedance bandwidth decreased from 6.6 Vo to l.I Vo when
the substrate relative permittivity was changed from t-¡ = 2.32 to E = 9.g. A review of

bandwidth improvement techniques has been presented and the results are summari zed, in

Table 6.1. It is evident that limited work has been done on developing rad,iating elements

suitable for high dielectric substrates. The present solution to this problem is to use a multi-
layered structure, one layer for circuitry and another layer with low s.r for the antenna

elements.

A traveling wave antenna was studied as a solution to the problem of small

impedance bandwidths associated with antenna elements on a thin, high relative permittivity

substrate. The structure is a microstrip line with a geometrical orientation such that circula¡

polarization is obtained when terminated with a matched load. The analysis of this antenna

showed a fairly large input impedance bandwidrh, bur a limitation due to the patrern

bandwidth. It was also observed that the main beam squinted + 30o within this bandwidth.
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In addition, short and open ci¡cuit termination create a standing wave which produces a

broadside , linear polarized pattern. Thus this structure becomes quite versatile since both

polarization conditions can be obtained by simply changing the terminating load condition.

This structure was fabricated on an alumina substrate and all the above characteristics were

observed. The operating bandwidth was limited to the patrern bandwidth of 15 Vo for the

case of circular polarization. Unfortunately, the rad.iation efficiency of this structure on

alumina is quite low and was determined to be 4.1Vo. Somemodifications to the structure

were studied in order to increase the efficiency. An increase to 30 Vo was obtained,

however the gain remained quite low since the radiated energy was adding destructively.

Thus, while the studied modifications may not be ideal, it has been shown nevertheless that

improvement to the radiation efficiency is possible.

A ci¡cularly polarized broadside pattern with an operating bandwidth of 15 Vo has

been produced with a single feed point. For phased array applications, it is conceivable that

the squinting within the bandwidth can be eliminated by selective orientation of each

element within the array. In addition, this structure provides a location for the circuitry

within its perimeter. Therefore this traveling \ilave antenna may be considered as a suitable

element in application to MMIC i MHMICs provided radiation efficiency can be improved

upon.

Conically depressed and concentrically shorted circular microstrip patches were also

studied experimentally. The conically depressed patch was fabricated on Stycast material

with tt = 10' It was observed that as the angle of depression increased, the resonant

frequency and bandwidth also increased with a high rad,iation efficiency. The maximum

angular depression fabricated was 15o where an impedance bandwidth of 3.g Vo was

measured. This is an improvement over the 1.6 Vo rmpeÅance bandwidth for a flat circula¡
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disk' It was also observed that the TMzt mode was dominantly excited for this case, and

hence the pattern did not remain constant within this bandwidth. Although this mode cannot
be completely eliminated, a feed location could be selected such that the TM11 mode would
be dominantly excited. Hence the radiated pattern would be predominantly TMt t with a
contribution from the TM21 mode as is the case for g = 0o, 50, and 10o.

This structure provides an operating bandwidth of 3.8 vo with a high radiation

efficiency' However, the fabrication of this antenna would be difficult. Therefore this

antenna may be considered as a possible compatible element for MMIC / MHMICs
provided the bandwidth is acceptable and the fabrication problems can be overcome.

Comparing the conically depressed patch with the traveling wave anrenna shows the

advantages and disadvantages for one structure a¡e the opposite for the other.

A variation of the conically depressed patch studied was the concentrically shorted
patch. This structure was fabricated on a substrate with Er = Z.jZ.An increase in resonant

frequency and impedance bandwidth was observed as the shorting rod increased. It is not

clear how this structure will perform on a high dielectric substrate, however it would be

easier to fabricate then the conically depressed patch.

The circular microstrip patches and the traveling wave antennas studied have aiso

been included in the summary table 6.1 given.
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Cha¡acteristics of Radiating
Element Substrate

Recøngular
Patch

* 
Rectangular
Patch

* 
Mesh Rect.
Patch

2-layered Recr
Patch

3-layered Rect.
Patch

2 Rectangular

Parasitically

Coupled

Folded Dþle

Spiral

+  -arm

Traveling Wa

* 15o Depressed

Conical Patch

Concentrically
Shoræd Ci¡c.
Paæh

Er=2.32, h=1.59mm
fo = 10 GHz

€r= 12.8, h=0.5mm
fo = l0 GHz

Er=12.8, h=0.5mm
fo = 13.5 GFIz

E2=2.32, h2=2.34m
fo = 10'6 GIIz

F13 = 2.32, h3 = 2.34
fo = 10.6 GFIz

Ef2=2.2, hZ= 2.34 m
fo = 8.56 GlIz

Er=2.55, h=3.18mm
fo = 3'16 GIIz

Er=2.55, h=3.2mm
fo = 8.3 GHz

Êr=1.0, h=l.25cm
fo=6GHz

€r = 9.8, h =0.635 mm
fo=3GHz

tr=10.0, h=1.27mm
fo = 6.78 GHz

Er=2.32, h=1.6mm
fo = 7.8 GHz

249 Vo

25.8 Vo

- suiøble for a one batch process

- suitable for a one baæh process

- mesh constructed from ai¡ bridges
- fabrication requires more time than planar
structure

- circuitry placed on lower layer with e = 9.g
- cånnot be fabricaæd in a one barch process

- same as 2-layered structure
- height has further increased thus reducing
conformal properties

- lower radiator placed on substrate with er= 1

- cannot. be fabricaæd in a one batch process

- occupies large area in comparison Ûo a
single element

- suitable for a one batch process
- more applicable to brick architecture

- ground plane deterioraæs axial ratio
- radiation efficiency improves by increasing
arm lengths

- circularpolarization achieved with one feed
- fabrication is simple and applicable ro a
one baæh process

- very low efficiency

- multi-mode excitation resulting in a 3 dB
- fabrication is difhculr

- fabrication is difficulr

* indicates structures having radiating elements on substrates with high relative perminivities

Table 6.1 : Summary of antenna structures
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6.2 : Recommendations

Of the studied structures, the traveling wave microstrip line antenna would be the

ideal element if the radiation eff,rciency can be increased. Thus determining a technique to

increase the radiation efficiency is the first recommendation. Two possible methods are to

increase the discontinuities along the radiating aperture and to lower the effective

permittivity of the substrate under the radiating segmenrs. These two possibilities are

shown in figure 6.1.

(a)

Fig. 6.1 : Possible schemes for improving radiation efficiency.
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ililil

Via Holes

Top View Side View

(b)

Fig. 6.1 : Possible schemes for improving radiation efficiency.

The discontinuities in figure 6.l (a) must be arranged such that the radiated energy wilt be

in-phase thus adding constructively. Figure 6.1 (b) shows that the use of via hole and air
bridge technology make it possible to Iower t"¡¡ at the radiating segments thus increasing

the radiation efficiency.

The study of the concentrically shorted patch on a high relative permittivity

substrate is also recommended. This structure would yield a smaller bandwidth than the

traveling wave structure. The radiation efficiency would be high however. The fabrication

of this structure is more practical then the conically depressed patch. If the fabrication of a

conically depressed patch is not deemed to be impractical, then a conically depressed

annular ring should be studied. An annular ring operating in the Ty1nmode would have a

higher bandwidth then the circular patch due to the two rad.iating apertures; hence less

stored energy and thus lower Qf. It should be mentioned that the TM12 mode has magnetic
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cunent sources of the same polarity along the inner and outer edges of the ring while the
TMti mode has magnetic currents of opposite polarity. Thus the TM12 mode has

constructive radiation while the TM11 mode has destructive radiation, hence it is desi¡able

to operate in the TNly2mode.

The final recommendation is to study the parasitic structure on a high dielectric

substrate as shown in figure 6.2. This is a rectangular patch composed of coupled

microstrip lines of various widths. This structure was studied ín [23) and the design was

determined experimentally. A solid patch of the same size was fabricated and compared to

the parasitic structure. The reported impedance bandwidths were 0.6 vo and 6.0 vo for the
solid and parasitic patches respecrively ( €r = 2.2, h = 0.g mm, f = g75 MHz ). Thus a

parasitic structure equivalent in size to a rectangularpatch has shown a substantial

improvement in the impedance bandwidth. This alleviates the large real estate occupation

problem associated with other parasitic sü-uctures.

Feed Pin

Fig.6.2: Parasitic coupled line microstrip antenna.
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Appendix A

Polarization

The polarization of an electromagnetic wave is defined n î471as " that properry of a

radiated electromagnetic wave describing the time varying direction and relative magnitude

of the electric field vector ". This is an important consideration in the design process of an

antenna. The desired polarization properties of an antenna a¡e determined by its application.

The electric field at a distant point ( far field ) comprises two components as shown

below

E(r,0,Q) = Re{Eoe*eaô} 
(O.r)

where Eg and Eq are complex

The polarization of the electric field has been well def,rned in [37] where equation (4.1) was

further expanded as follows.

", ::;:,1::::r:,
'ag (cos ort + j sin olt ) + be ( cos(cot +æ/2) + j sin (.'t+ rc/z))

Re{ Es' 

=;;,î ;;:i:,+n/2)
Similarly forEq

Re{ Eq } = u0 cos ot - bq sin olt

.'. E (r,0,Q,r) = (a€cos olt- b, sinoltlâ* f aOcosolt- b4 sinolt¡fr
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Selecting the origin such that be = 0 yields

.'. E(r,0,Q,t) = aecos6¡t0+ Bcos(Olt*P)ô (4.2)

where B =

p=

Equation (A.2) can be used to indicate the various polarizations. If F = 0 , equation

(4.2) would reduce to

E(r,O,Q,t) = aecosotô* grortrf

The two components will be in-phase resulting in linear polarization. The magnitudes of

each component dictate the direction of linear polarization.

If a6 = B and Ê = + 90o then equation (4.2) becomes

E ( r,O,Q,t) = ae ( cos cot 0 + sin 6¡¡ôl

This results in circular polarization since the magnitude of E is constant and the time

varying direction is circular. The direction of circular polarization is either left-handed or
right-handed,dependingonEqleading(F=90o)orlagging(F=-90o)Egrespectively.

Measurement of this type of wave with a linear source results in only one component being

measured at a time. Thus the polarization effîciency will be one half hence it will be

necessary to add 3 dB to the measured pattern level.

ß ug+ B and F + 0o, then the magnitude of E will vary with the two componenrs

being out of phase. This results in an elliptical time varying direction known as elliptical

polarization.
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Appendix B

Derivation of Electric Fields

The fa¡ field of a circular loop may be determined from the vector magnetic potential

as shown below [31].

E 1r¡ = -j orÃ

where Ã is the vector magnetic potential

the far field vector magnetic potential of a circular sou¡ce is

U = #r+U. l,^ [,^ 
Urp,Q, ) erkpsin 0 cos ( O,- O ) p dp dQ,

where the primed coordinates represent the sou¡ce

The components of the vector magnetic potential are given in spherical coordinates.

er=]Le'jk'acos0 [',*0,p,0')cos(O'-O)-Ko.(p,0,)sin(0,-O)]e,k"sin0cos(Q,-0)oq,4n t 
Jo

(B.1)

fh
A0= :F e-jl'a I f*otp,0')sin(O'-O)+Ie(p,0,)cos(0,-O) ] ",t"sin0cos(0,-0)aq,
' 4n r 

Jo

(8.2)

The current on the loop is given by

In = âncosnQ'+sinn$'$
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Thus the magnetic potential components reduce to

or= #ttl+t*g [^ ,^cos n Q,+\ sin n Q, ) sin (0,- O ) e:rusin 0 cos ( Q,- 0 ) ¿q,
J,

(8.3a)

îzE

O* = alt*- I, "cosnQ'+b,,sinnQ') 
cos (O'-O) ertusin 0cos (0'-0) ¿q,

Jn

(8.3b)

Once these components have been determined, the electric field components may be

determined by substituting (8.3a) and (8.3b) into equations (8.4a) and (8.4b) given.

Eg = -jolAg

Eq = -joAq

Solvins for Ao :

-v

Let B = #*+** and A = kasinO , .'. equation (8.3a) becomes

fÞ'
Ar= B { I ancosnQ'sin(0,-O)elacos(0'-0)aq,

J,

h sin n 0' sin (Q' - O ) erAcos ( 0' - 0 ) ¿0,]

(B.4a)

(8.4b)

+ 
ï,^

= B(E. E)

(8.5)

(8.5a)
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Summing (8.6a) and (B.6b) yields

/'r",ncrerAcosc' 
d' = rlP.+P]

Subtracting (8.6a) and (8.6b) yields

f 
' 

,rn ncr er A cos s' dcr = æ | ¡'(e) -J-nu
J, 

,in ncr er A cos cr dcr = 
IL -F- - *J = o

Substituting these identities into (8.5b) yields

Similarily

= ft ß j" 2n J,,(A) sin nQ

= # TE j 2n Jn(A) cos nQ

4P = J,,+r(A) +J,,-r(A)

yields

Ae = 
" {j"i(Jn*r(A) 

+J,,- r(A) ) [ a,, sin nO- b" cos nQJ]

Substiruring the quantities for A and B yield

Ae = it* a cos 0 
{r' T, 

Jn+ r( k a sin 0 ) + Jn - r ( k a sin g ) ) [ a" sin nQ - b, cos nQJ]

(8.7)

substituting E *d E into equation (B.5a) and applying the identity
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The corresponding electric field component can no\ry be determined by substituting

equation (8.7) into equation (8.4a).

Eo =- i rlt+gacos 0 
{r"l,Jn+r(ka 

sin 0 ) + J,,- r (ka sin 0 ) ) [ a" sin nQ - b, cos nQi]

.'. Ee = f"(0) [ a,, sin n0 - b" cos nQ] (8.8)

where fn(0) = ie-lkrrncos0 [Jr,+r(kasin0) +Jn-r (ka sin 0 )]

Solvins forA,r, :

---{+/
LetB = Uï"O+-* and A = kasin0 , ... equation (8.3b) becomes

fhE

er= B { I ancosnQ'cos(O'-O)erAcos (Q'-0)aq,
J,

(B.e)

(8.9a)

f^
+ | U,sinnQ'cos(Q'-S)ejacos (0'-Q)aq'¡

Jo

= B(E. E)

î^
ItrIJ = 

J. 
an cos nQ' cos ( S1O ) e, A cos ( 010 ) aq,
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Let u = cos ( O'-O ) srAcos ( 0'-0 )

du = - sin ( q'-q ) erAcos (Q1Q ) +cos ( O'-O ) elAcos ( Q1O )-d-¡ a cos ( Q,-Q ) dQ,
d0'

dv = cos n0'

u=#sinnQ'

E= d' 
,," nQ'[ - sin ( O'-O ) e.,rAcos ( O1O ) + cos ( O1O ) e,Acos ( O1O )-d- j A cos ( O,-O ) ] dO,

=*lry.tr]
(8.10)

[^
t =J, sin nQ'cos (Q'-Q) e:acos (010ìlrA cos (0,-0) I dO,

Bur sinnQ'cos(Q'-Q ) = +sin[(n+l )Q'-0]+f sint(n-l )0,+01

f^
.. = + | ,in [ ( n+l ) Q'- Q] e/Acos (O1O )-d-¡ e cos ( O,-O ) I dO,'Jo d0'

=E+l vul

f^
.i 

)" 
sin [ (n-l ) 0'+O] erecos (010)-ù 

¡ Acos (O1Q) I dO,

= 
+ 
[,sin 

t ( n+l ) Q' - 0 ] e' e cos ( 0'-0 )-d-¡ A cos ( 010 ) I dO'

(8.1i)
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læt u-sin[(n+l )O'-O] dr= dAcos(010)-ù ¡Acos(Q'-O)ldO'
d0'

du = (n+l ) cos [ (n+l ) O'- O] dO' v = etAcos (01Q)

-Í^' u = tJ, (n+l)cos[(n+l)$'-O]erAcos(010)oq'

yields

Let cr=0'-0 =) (n+1)0'-0=(n+1)a+(n+l)Q-Q

Q'=CI*Q =(n+l)cr+nQ

"' =- i[r"(n+l )cos[(n+l )o+nQ]etAcoscrds

Expanding cos[(n+1)c + nQ] and applying the previousty defined Bessel identiries

= - 
t n 

; 
t' 

æ 2 Jn11(A) j-(n+t ) cos nQ

Similarily

@ = - 
t n; t' 

n2Jn-1(A)¡-(n-r ) cos nQ

Substituting E and I VIII into equation (8.11) yields

E = æcosnQ l-1n+t) Jn*r(A)3-(n+t) -(n-1) J,,-r(A)j-(n-1)]

Substituting E into equation (8.10) yields
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E = 
annc-osn0l'-#" 

-(n+1 ) Jn+r(A¡¡-(,,+r) -(n-1) J,,-r(A)j("-1 )]

Expanding the above equarion and applþg rhe Bessel identiry

2 n L(A) = Jn+r (A) + J"-1(A)A

yields

= TE àncos nQ j" 
| 

(1"., (A) - Jn-r (A))

In a similar manner, E n equation (8.9a) may be determined to be

= n bn sin nQ jn 
| {1"., (A) - J"_1 (A))

Ao = B [ æ a,, cos nQj" 
]{1".t(A) 

- Jn-i(A)) + æ b,, sin noj' 
I(J,,*r(A) 

- J"_r(A)) l

Replacing B a¡d A with their corresponding quantities reduces Aq to

Ao = it* i" |(1,.,(k 
a sin 0) - Jn-r(k a sin el) lr" cosnQ + b,, sinnQ]

(8.12)

The corresponding electric field component can no\p be determined by substituting

equation (8.12) into equation (8.4b).

Eo = -j tT+"{*T(Jn+r(ka sin 0 ) - J,,-r (k asin 0 ) ) [ a,, cosnQ +\ sin nQl]

Substituting E anO f, into equation (8.9a) yields
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... Ea = g"(0) [ a,, cos n0 + h sin nQ] (8.13)

where Bn(O) = it+j"IJ,,+r(kasin0)-Jn-i (kasin0)]
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